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Artists’ Books Exhibition, UWE, Bristol, UK
Tom Trusky Exhibition Cases, Bower Ashton Library
Book Art Object Edition 4 Part II
3rd June - 30th June 2013
Like a good story, our earlier exhibition BookArtObject
Edition 4 Part I is now followed by Part II, another selection
of books from artists of the BookArtObject collective,
responding to titles from Sarah Bodman’s free download
artists’ book An Exercise for Kurt Johannessen (2010)
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/kurtj10.htm

Central to the collective’s approach has been the use of
social media, and in particular a collective blog at
http://bookartobject.blogspot.com, as a central resource
and repository, facilitating decision-making and discussion,
disagreement and exchange. All are part of the sense of
artistic community and collaboration that nurtures the
individual artists in the group.

Where the Dead Live, Jac Balmer, BAO Edition 4, 2012-2013

Members of the collective are a creative and fluid lot,
forming and re-forming to make limited editions of artists’
books in response to a central text. Over the last few years
the collective’s work has taken both poetry and the novel
as a source, producing small editions of artists’ books in
response to the poetry of Australian and New Zealand
writers as well as British novelist Jeanette Winterton.
In Edition Four the inspiration for the artists’ books has
been Sarah’s story titles, minus the content of the stories
themselves, leaving interpretation to the artist.
The result is a smorgasbord of differing approaches, some
literal, some lateral, bringing together many strands within
the genre of artists’ books from altered texts to picture
books, from sculptural pieces to traditional binding
techniques, with many innovative stops in between.

A Burning Question, Sara Bowen, BAO Edition 4, 2012-2013

Members are encouraged to be authors on the blog, posting
about their successes and frustrations, sharing knowledge
and posting images of works in progress. The blog expands
and contracts in response to the size of each edition.
An Exercise for Kurt Johannessen attracted over 80 artists in
16 countries to take part. And we have not yet reached the
end of the story. Some of the 100 titles in Sarah’s original
book are still to be made, so further instalments will arrive
in the post later this year.
Sara Bowen, founder Book Art Object group.
http://bookartobject.blogspot.com
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3rd Annual Members Exhibition, Puget Sound Book Artists
Collins Memorial Library, University of Puget Sound,
Tacoma, WA, USA
6th June – 31st July 2013

forms of the book to create distinctive pieces of art. They
use creative techniques from photography, printmaking,
drawing, painting, hand lettering, and digital media. They
also employ unusual and surprising materials: such as
recycled objects, ephemera, fabric, wood, handmade papers,
and papers embellished with paint, rust, dirt, stitching,
and calligrapher elements. They merge new structures with
historical forms of the book to create distinctive pieces
of art. These one of a kind works of art not only convey
narratives but also challenge the viewer to think differently
about the book by providing a multi-sensory experience of
those narratives.
Puget Sound Book Artists (PSBA) is a nonprofit
organisation comprised of both amateurs and professionals
from all quarters of the book arts field for the purpose of
creating a spirit of community surround the books arts
and those who love books. This new organization strives to
increase educational opportunities for individuals as well
as institutions and other organizations, fostering excellence
through exhibitions, workshops, lectures and publications
related to various aspects of book arts throughout the
year. The group meets monthly for lectures and/or play
days which are designed to be learning opportunities”
for beginning and experienced book artists. There is
time to discuss the lectures, work on a personal project,
ask questions about formats, surface design, and the
latest products as well as view samples of handmade and
published books.

Opening Reception - Thurs 6th June 2013, 4.30-6.30pm
Conversation with the Artists - Wednesday, 20th June
2013, 5.00-8.00pm
This exhibition at the Collins Memorial Library on the
University of Puget Sound campus located in Tacoma,
Washington marks the third annual membership show
of the Puget Sound Book Artists (PSBA). It features a
wide variety of handmade books by thirty different artists
from the Puget Sound area and beyond. The exhibit has
grown in popularity over the last three years, and this year
new members from Oregon, New Mexico and Indiana
are featured. These talented artists interpret the book in
exciting and original ways that push the boundaries of
tradition. The exhibition opens Thursday, June 6th and runs
through July 31th, 2013. The opening reception will be on
June 6th from 4:30 to 6:30pm. On the evening of June 20th
there will be a conversation with several participating artists
who will discuss the process and thought behind their
works.
Book Arts is an innovative artistic movement that draws
from a wide range of artistic media and combines them
with new interpretations of the book form. Books serve
as universal connection points that transmit stories across
time. The artists merge new structures with historical
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PSBA would like to thank all of the wonderful artists
who chose to participate in this exhibition; as well as
acknowledge Collins Memorial Library staff - especially
Library Director Jane Carlin, graphic designer Jeanne
Young, and Administrative Coordinator, Jamie Spaine for their support and gracious hospitality at The University
of Puget Sound Collins Memorial Library. PSBA would
also like to extend appreciations to Rochelle Monner for
her ongoing support and guidance, Ross Mulhausen for
his talented photography skills, and Laura Russell for her
guidance in creating the online call for entry and awards
categories.
For more information, visit: http://blogs.pugetsound.edu/
pugetsoundbookartists/contact-us/
http://www.pugetsound.edu/academics/academicresources/collins-memorial-library/explore-the-library/
visitor-information/
Press & Release
North Gallery, Phoenix Brighton, UK
Until 9th June 2013
Long after the old printing presses have been dismantled
and buried, the artist’s book springs to life in all its pulpy
glory. With a passion for glittering words, rustling pages and
multi-faceted forms, it gathers together the dreams, desires
and obsessions of its creators into little repositories of life
and light that outshine the Kindle.
Press & Release is an oasis for the bleary-eyed, screenscorched reader. It celebrates the thriving culture of artists’
books, with a focus on hand-made and limited editions,
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and some boundary-breaking permutations. Ranging from
silkscreen, collaged and hand-painted books to poetry, text
and ‘zines, the exhibition offers a glimpse into the many and
varied worlds of book artists.
The centerpiece of the exhibition is a specially designed
installation which invites viewers to engage with the
books and escape the constraints of time. It beckons to our
imaginations and tactile curiosities, and once we are drawn
into its labyrinthine depths we won’t want to leave.
Press & Release is curated by Karin Mori, and exhibition
design is by Ben Thomson.

Mail-art-book
An international mail-art and artists’ books project.
Museum of Contemporary Art “Erarta”, St. Petersburg
Until 9th June 2013
Curated by Mikhail Pogarsky. In the 60s mail art developed
a separate art direction alongside a growth of interest in
the artist’s book. Mail art and artists’ books of that time
developed in the wake of a protest movement against
the commercialisation of art and the dictatorship of the
gallery system. Most mail artists of the 60s worked with
the artist’s book format as well. Some years ago, these two
areas occupied separate niches in contemporary art, but the
point of intersection between them, of course, remains. The
development of a dialogue between mail art and the artist’s
book is the aim of this project. More than 100 artists from
30 countries created a mail-art message, dedicated to the
artist’s book, or vice versa - made an artist’s book dedicated
to mail-art. More information at: www.pogarsky.ru
In Other Words
The Officer’s Club, Bath, UK
Until 9th June 2013
In Other Words explores our evolving relationship with text,
language and writing, through an exhibition and series of
events taking place until Sunday 9th June 2013.

Exhibitors include: Janet Allsebrook, *Jackie Batey, *John
Bently, *Chiara Bianchi, *Deborah Boardman, Sarah
Bodman, *Bodman’s Dark Humours, *Booklyn Artists
Alliance, Borbonesa, Ed Briggs *Sarah Bryant, Roz Cran,
Duncan Bullen, Angie Butler & Phillipa Wood, Otto
Dettmer, Jane Diakonicolas & Martyn Lake, Carolina
Diaz, Jane Fox, Tony Gammidge, Joanna Gibbs, Harold
Graves, Estelle Liebenberg-Barkhuizen, Heather Matthew,
Andi McGarry, Christina Mitrentse, Karen Morgan, *Iain
Paxon, Jim Sanders, Lucy May Schofield, seekers of lice, Lee
Shearman, Dorry Smallman, Graham Smith, Xelís de Toro,
Sylvia Waltering, Leslie Wilson-Rutterford.
*Featured installations
THE BOOKENDS LOUNGE
(Actually, the books never end, but you are welcome to
lounge.) You will encounter a hive of activity in the furthest
reaches of the south gallery, where you can find out about
resources and networks for artists’ books, collaborate or
create your own artist book, and bring in fanzines and
publications to swap and share with others.
Press & Release is supported by Arts Council England and
Brighton & Hove Council.
North Gallery, Phoenix Brighton, 10–14 Waterloo Place
Brighton BN2 9NB, East Sussex, UK.
www.phoenixarts.org
Weds - Sun, 11am - 5pm
http://www.phoenixbrighton.org/exhibitions/press-release/
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Left: OO,
Guy Bigland,
52 pages. Print
on demand, open
edition.
A compilation of
all possible fourletter words and
‘non-words’ with
OO in the middle.
The participating
artists practice in a
range of disciplines,
including painting,
installation,
photography,
performance,
sculpture and video.
The exhibited work
responds in different
ways to the posed
question: Does
writing have a future?
In Other Words is
a project curated
by Rowan Lear for
Fringe Arts Bath, an
established annual
visual arts festival
in Bath.
First Floor, The Officer’s Club, 35 Stall Street, Bath
BA1 1QG, UK. http://inotherwordsbath.org

Creative Industries Degree Show 2013
UWE - Bower Ashton Campus and Spike Island, Bristol
7th June – 13th June 2013
Join us for the annual showcase of work by final year
undergraduate and postgraduate creative industries
students. The show is the highlight of the academic year and
a chance to discover a new generation of artists, designers
and media practitioners.

month it is very exciting to present out first juried show of
the year, FEAST! The book arts offer a banquet of materials,
mediums and structures. Food offers a smorgasbord of ideas
for the artist. Mix up generous servings of food and art and
you have a sumptuous feast called book arts. This show
features 46 food-related unique and limited edition artist
books and broadsides by 43 artists. Food can play many
roles in book art: cook books, memories of food and family,
books about food issues such as hunger, sustainability or
tales of the locavore. Go forth and feast on this big wide
world of food inspiration.
FEAST! features the work of the following artists: Naomi
Adams, Islam Aly, Patty Bruce, Cathleen Casey, Minali
Chatani, Robin Bachtler Cushman, Katie Delay, David
Esslemont, Virginia Flynn, Patricia Freeman-Martin,
Jonathan Gerken, Annie Herlocker, Diane Jacobs, Deborah
Kogan, Karen Koshgarian, Elaine Langerman, Woody
Leslie, Louise Levergneux, Sarah McCoy, Tekla McInerney,
Bessie Smith Moulton, Jackie Niemi, Kathleen O’Connell,
Chandler O’Leary, Lisa Onstad, Bettina Pauly, Linda
Piacentini-Yaple, Bob Pliny, Katya Reka, Janet Reynolds,
Robert Rowe, Elizabeth Sanford, Marina Sartori, Julie Shaw
Lutts, Daniel Smith, Laurie Szujewska, Lane Taplin, Bonnie
Thompson Norman, M. L. Van Nice, Elsi Vassdal Ellis,
Laurie Weiss, Sandra Winkworth and Pamela Wood.

One of Andrew Kinnear’s broadsides, MA Multidisciplinary
printmaking, F block gallery, Bower Ashton

Bower Ashton Campus hosts a spectacular range of work
from 14 courses including Animation, Drawing and
Applied Arts, Design, Fashion, Film-making and Creative
Media, Graphic Design, Illustration, Journalism, Media,
Photography and Printmaking. Work by undergraduate Fine
Art students will also be exhibited at Spike Island.
Opening times: Friday 7 June 2013: 18:00 - 21:00 (Private
view). Saturday 8 June 2013: 10:00 - 18:00
Sunday 9 June 2013: 10:00 - 18:00
Monday 10 June 2013 - Thurs13 June 2013: 10:00 - 20:00.
Admission is free. All are welcome.
http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/cahe/creativeindustries/events/
degreeshows.aspx
FEAST!
A Juried Exhibition Celebrating Food and Book Art
23 Sandy Gallery, Portland, Oregon, USA
Until 14th June 2013
23 Sandy Gallery hosts two juried exhibitions each year.
These are the gallery’s two BIG events of the year and are
always a huge draw for gallery visitors, both in person and
online. As the gallery celebrates its six-year anniversary this
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A printed catalogue is available, and a full online catalogue
of FEAST! can be found at: www.23sandy.com/works/feast
23 Sandy Gallery
623 NE 23rd Avenue, Portland, OR 97232, USA
MULTIPLEX: Works from Private Collections
Tivoli, Waiheke Island, New Zealand
Until mid-June 2013
A group show to celebrate Tivoli’s re-opening in its
new gallery space.
TIVOLI art | books | film
2/118 Ocean View Rd, Pendragon Mall, Oneroa,
Waiheke Island, Auckland 1840 New Zealand
Tel: +64 9 372 3361. tivolinz@gmail.com
www.TivoliNZ.com
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Museums Press: WAKA WAKA WAKA
KRETS, Malmö, Sweden
Until 16th June 2013
As part of the WAKA WAKA WAKA exhibition at KRETS
in Malmo, Sweden, Museums Press has set up a Good Press
Distro with a selection of titles available to purchase.
Museums Press is an independent publisher currently based
in Glasgow out of their bookshop and project space, Good
Press. Since the inaugural release ‘Museums One’ in 2009,
they have continued to release a series of compilation style
box sets, numerous books and countless zines as well as
contributing to various exhibitions and publishing events.
Through a belief that a process will occur and naturally
form when acting collaboratively with community in
mind, Museums Press have formed lasting relationships
with many of their fellow artists acting as facilitators for
independent art activity.

Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here
Part 3, of a three-part exhibition of 261 international
artists’ books at CAC Gallery at the Cambridge Arts
Council, Cambridge, MA, USA
Until 21st June 2013

Part 3. See the final set of 80 books of the 3-part exhibition.
On March 5, 2007, a car bomb exploded on al-Mutanabbi
Street, the ancient street of booksellers, poets and writers,
located at the literary and cultural heart of Baghdad, Iraq.
The attack killed 30 people and injured scores more. As part
of an international response to this event, the Cambridge
Arts Council presents “Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here,”
a three-part exhibition of 261 artist books made by 260
international artists from 24 countries. This exhibition
events aims to bear witness to the events on Al-Mutanabbi
Street, and to collectively affirm that the right to a free
exchange of ideas and culture in public space should never
to be taken for granted.

During the exhibition at KRETS, they are exhibiting
materials directly relating to Museums Press activities since
their beginnings. WAKA WAKA WAKA, acts to present a
subjective view of the process of independent publishing
with a walk through of the objects gathered, shared,
swapped, retained and naturally produced to celebrate the
process of working with others.
Alongside this extensive archive, a new publication by Nick
Ainsworth will be developed, notes towards an essay on
community and fairness will be updated, and Good Press
will provide a selection of zines and books from artists and
publishers in the UK as well as titles from Museums Press
related practitioners. You can see the list of titles online at:
http://www.goodpressgallery.co.uk/index.php?/projects/
good-press-distro-at-krets/
KRETS, Kristianstadsgatan 16, 214 23 Malmö, Sweden.
www.krets.info

This is especially true and an urgent reminder of our shared
humanity against the backdrop of the recent and tragic
bombings that occurred on Boylston Street in downtown
Boston, MA during the running of the annual Boston
Marathon. Whether through direct experience in Baghdad,
Iraq or Boston, MA, or indirectly as global citizens, join the
Cambridge Arts Council and the partners and coordinators
for Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here for the final opening
reception, community conversation and performance piece
entitled Immortal. This opening and related events reaffirm
the power and ability of the arts to calm and connect us in
meaningful ways during periods of violence and unrest.
Visit website for more information, event listings, images
and video: www.Al-MutanabbiStreetStartsHere-Boston.com
and www.cambridgeartscouncil.org
This coordinated artistic response to the al-Mutanabbi
Street bombing originated with Beau Beausoleil, poet and
bookseller in San Francisco, CA and co-coordinator on the
artists’ book project is Sarah Bodman. Each of the artists
has created an edition of three books. At the conclusion of
the project, one set of the collection will be donated to the
National Library in Baghdad, Iraq.
CAC Gallery is located in the Cambridge City Hall Annex
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at 344 Broadway, at the corner of Broadway and Inman
Street. Metered parking is available on Inman Street and
Broadway.  CAC Gallery hours: M: 8.30am - 8.00pm;
T, W, TH: 8.30am-5.00pm; F: 8.30am - Noon

ways; to emphasise and demonstrate through art the variety
and beauty of flora and its natural harmony. Many wellknown artists from Russia, UK, Italy, Brazil took part in
the project. More information at: www.pogarsky.ru

The Scottish Colourist Series: S.J. Peploe (1871-1935)
S.J. Peploe : Beyond Painting
Afterword - contemporary responses to Peploe
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art Two (Keiller
Library), Until 23rd June 2013
This display features a selection of work produced as part
of a collaborative project between the Scottish National
Gallery of Modern Art Archive & Library and Edinburgh
College of Art. Students have been asked to make a book
work (or works) in response to the S.J. Peploe exhibition,
which opened to the public on the 3rd of November 2012.

Carte Blanche: Paper manipulation as expressive form
londonprintstudio, London, UK
Until 29th June 2013
Paper and its manipulation is the focus of Carte Blanche,
a unique new exhibition at LPS. This highly anticipated
exhibition features designers, book artists, architects,
engineers and sculptors using paper expressively to
create images and objects. John Phillips, Director of LPS,
comments:

The aim of the project is to highlight the relevance of work
by early 20th century artists to contemporary practice,
enabling students to contextualise their own work in
relation to art history and tradition, whether this is to
celebrate it or to subvert it.
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art Library Modern
Two, 73 Belford Road, Edinburgh EH4 3DS, UK. Free entry
www.nationalgalleries.org

“Carte Blanche is a reflection of what’s going on across
boundaries in the art and design worlds. Some objects on
display have structural qualities: manipulating, embossing
and cutting paper provides a new way of looking at the
world. Much of the work is dream-like and poetic.”
Artists featured are Sophie Arup, Lutz Becker, Alison
Bernal, Rogan Brown, Clare Bryan, Coo Geller, Howard
Gardener, Fiona Hepburn, Kaho Kojima, Brigitte Parusel,
Rob Ryan, Calum Russell, and Carol Wyss.

Book-Art-Botany
International project for the 5th Moscow Biennale of
Contemporary Art, State Darwin Museum, Moscow
Until 24th June 2013
Curators: Mikhail Pogarsky and Janna Rybak

Sea Lung, Fiona Hepburn. http://fionahepburn.com

Curated by John Phillips and Nadia Yahiaoui, Carte Blanche
brings together the work of thirteen artists, all of whom
responded to an unusual brief: ‘Manipulations that reveal
and retain ‘paper’s essence’ such as, embossing, moulding
and fabrication, are permitted. Manipulations that reduce
paper to the role of a ‘substrate’ or carrier of other materials
are excluded.’
Book-Art-Botany is an artist’s book project, devoted to
plant life. In this project, botany and book-art complement
each other. One half of the project shows artists’ books on
various subjects, made with natural plant materials: trunks,
branches and bark, various flowers, herbs, leaves and seeds.
The other part shows artists’ books dedicated to plants,
ecology and environmental protection. We wanted to draw
the public’s attention, particularly the younger generation to
environmental problems; to show by means of modern art,
the opportunities using of plants in the most unexpected
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From many submissions, a small number of artworks were
selected for their exceptional quality. The work on display
crosses conventional artistic boundaries of craft, print,
design and sculpture, and features exquisite patterns and
structures drawing on natural forms, bold urban landscapes,
geometric forms, bodyprints, imaginary machines, artists’
books and architectural structures.
Admission Free. Tuesday - Saturday 10.30am - 5.30pm
425 Harrow Road, London W10 4RE, UK
Tel: 020 8969 3247. www.londonprintstudio.org.uk
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Exhibitions at the Center for Book Arts, New York
Until 29th June 2013

by more than 20 artists, design studios and small publishers
in Mainland China.

From Bande Dessinée to Artist’s Book: Testing the Limits
of Franco-Belgian Comics
Organised by Catherine Labio, Independent Curator
Along with American comics and Japanese manga,
bande dessinée (“drawn strip”) is one of the great comics
traditions. This exhibition presents key moments in the
evolution of bande dessinée volumes, from their initial
standardisation to contemporary explorations into the
possibilities offered by the book as three-dimensional
object, explorations that have led, in Europe as elsewhere,
to a blurring of the distinction between comic books and
artists’ books.   

The publications survey the range and character of selected
self-published art books, from personal art projects and
portfolios to general surveys and compilations, often
produced in small print runs, sometimes by hand, for
limited distribution and private sale.

Featuring work by: Andreas, Nava Atlas, Lars Arrhenius,
Adolpho Avril & Olivier Deprez, Rémy Pierlot & Vincent
Fortemps, Jean-Jacques Oost & Gipi, Richard Bawin &
Thierry Van Hasselt, Dominique Théâte & Dominique
Goblet, Pome Bernos, Paz Boïra, Claire Bretécher, Julie
Chen and Lois Morrison, with Elizabeth McDevitt, Frédéric
Coché, David B., Martin tom Dieck, and Jens Balzer, Will
Dinski, Vincent Fortemps, André Franquin,Dominique
Goblet and Guy Marc Hinant, Guillermo Gomez-Peña,
Enrique Chagoya, and Felicia Rice, René Goscinny and
Albert Uderzo, Emmanuel Guibert, Didier Lefèvre and
Frédéric Lemercier, Hergé, Mamiko Ikeda, Edgar P. Jacobs,
Eric Lambé, Marc-Antoine Mathieu, Michael Matthys,
Emily Martin, Max, Miles O’Shea and Olivier Deprez,
Omar F. Olivera, OuBaPo, Philippe Petit-Roulet, Peyo, John
Porcellino,Nicolas Robel, Marjane Satrapi,Francois Schuiten
and Benoît Peeters, Joann Sfar and Jean-Christophe Menu,
Stefan J.H. Van Dinther,Thierry Van Hasselt and Karine
Ponties, Chris Ware, Toña Wilson, and Melinda Yale.  
Also on View: Featured Artist Projects 2012 Workspace
Artists in Residence
The Center’s annual exhibition of new work by the previous
year’s Artists-in-Residence. The 2012 Workspace residents
are Stephanie Beck, Frances Gallardo, Jessica Lagunas,
Asuka Ohsawa, and Sarada Rauch.  
Elena Costelian: Chernobyl on Tour
Chernobyl on Tour seeks to challenge the cartographic
representation of the Contaminated Zone: a territory wiped
off the maps of the world.  
All three exhibitions are on view until 29th June 2013.
The Center for Book Arts
28 W. 27th Street 3rd floor, New York, NY 10001, USA
Tel: 212-481-0295
www.centerforbookarts.org
Tumbler. indie print in China (Project Space Exhibition)
Chinese Arts Centre, Manchester, UK
Until 29th June 2013
Tumbler. indie print in China is a pop-up bookstorecome-exhibition presented by 3030Press. A showcase
of approximately 50 independent art books and zines
produced in China over the past couple of years produced
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Strict regulations apply to China’s publishing industry yet
over the past half-decade self-publishing has become an
increasingly popular strategy for young artists and designers
seeking to bypass burdensome regulations and control the
content of their work, creating an autonomous physical
space, an “independent” space, under-the-radar and within
the pages of independently produced books and zines.
Tumbler. is created by 3030Press publishing, an independent
art and design book publisher based in Hong Kong and
Shanghai, China, founded by John Millichap. Many of the
publications included in Tumbler. are also be available to
buy at www.3030press.com
Chinese Arts Centre, Market Buildings, Thomas Street,
Manchester M4 1EU, UK. T +44 (0) 161 832 7271.
Tues - Sat 10am - 5pm. Sun - Mon Closed. Bank Holidays
Closed. www.chinese-arts-centre.org
Exhibitions at the Centre des livres d’artistes, SaintYrieix-la-Perche, France
Until 29th June 2013
Hubert Renard & Microcollection – Jeunes pousses d’Italie
Hubert Renard in collaboration with Microcollection have
devised a site specific installation Jeunes pousse d’Italie,
dealing with ways art can be inscribed in the real world
and the quasi anthropological observation of the cultural
apparatus.

Enrichissements de la collection 2011-12 – images / images
of images / no images
Jean-Marc Berguel, Alain Bernardini, Christian Boltanski,
Ernst Caramelle, Philippe Clerc, Céline Duval, Hans-Peter
Feldmann, Rinata Kajumova & Achim Riecher, Sharon
Kivland, Sol LeWitt, John McDowall, Roberto Martinez,
Maurizio Nannucci, Hubert Renard, Edward Ruscha &
Lawrence Weiner, Joachim Schmid, Andreas Schmidt, Erik
Steinbrecher, Taroop & Glabel, Endre Tót, Jan Dirk van der
Burg, Éric Watier.
The exhibition is structured around 3 ensembles of ‘serial
publication’ – Ohio magazine, Céline Duval’s folded
broadsheet with 4 images and a series of recent booklets
by Sharon Kivland – bringing together publications whose
primary material and content is the photographic image.
For the occasion the cdla has produced a set of 5 posters by
Hubert Renard (1994 -1998); BOUM, On ne construit pas
des nuages, Nuancier, Le bout du monde, Point de vue...
CDLA, 1 place Attane, F–87500 Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche,
France. Tel: + 33 (0) 555 75 70 30
http://cdla.info/en/
Rebound: Dissections and Excavations in Book Art
The Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art, USA
Until 6th July 2013
Rebound: Dissections and Excavations in Book Art
brings together the work of five mixed media artists from
around the world who sculpt, scrape, bend and carve to
create astonishing compositions using books as a point
of departure.

The Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art has
commissioned Rebound artist, Long-Bin Chen, to create
a site-specific sculptural work that will be on view in the
Sanders Rotunda of the Marlene and Nathan Addlestone
Library concurrent with the exhibition within the Halsey.
The Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art
161 Calhoun Street, Charleston, SC 29401, USA
Open Mon – Sat, 11am – 4pm, until 7pm on Thursdays.
Admission free. More information and an online gallery
of book works in the exhibition at:
http://halsey.cofc.edu/exhibitions/rebound/
BASIC NEEDS - Jessica Williams
Good Press Gallery, Glasgow, UK
Wednesday 12th June - Saturday 6th July 2013
New works from Oslo based artist and founder of NSEW
Press, Jessica Williams.
SUMMER OPENING HOURS. We are extending our
opening hours, during summer we will be open 7 days a
week until the end of August. Our new Sunday opening
hours will be 12pm until 6pm, the rest of the week will
remain the same - 11am until 7pm.
As ever, if you’re planning a trip down to see us and it’s a
once in a lifetime opportunity, please check our Facebook
page to make sure we’re not closing early/opening later for
whatsoever reason! Sometimes that happens.
Good Press. Based in MONO
12 Kings Court, Glasgow, G1 5RB, UK
www.goodpressgallery.co.uk
Friederun Friederichs - Märchenhafte Buchobjekte
Brüder Grimm-Museum, Kassel
16th June - 25th August 2013
Artists’ books by Friederun Friederichs, based on the fairy
tales of the Brothers Grimm.

Curated by Karen Ann Myers, Assistant Director of the
Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art, this exhibition
features works by Brian Dettmer (Atlanta), Long-Bin
Chen (Taiwanese, now living in New York), Guy Laramee
(Montreal), Francesca Pastine (San Francisco), and Doug
Beube (New York) - see images above. Each of these artists
transforms various types of literature and/or printed
“books” through sculptural intervention. Despite the
individualistic and exclusive perspective of each artist,
they have remarkable connections in the themes and ideas
they respectively mourn and celebrate.
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Little Red Riding Hood by Friederun Friederichs

Palais Bellevue, Schöne Aussicht 2, Kassel, Germany
Opening event, June 16th, 11.30am
http://www.grimms.de
http://www.friederun.de
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… Only a moment of time…
Klingspor-Museum, Offenbach am Main, Germany
Until 7th July 2013
Tanja Leonhardt, Nora Schattauer, Gabrielle Hattesen and
Ingrid Heuser show works that bring the ephemeral into
the centre. Transparency and weightlessness characterise
the installations that play with the opposite poles of
permanence and transience. Writing whose primary task
is to capture thoughts and language can be found in these
situations of transience.
Klingspor-Museum, Herrnstraße 80, 63065 Offenbach am
Main, Germany. www.klingspor-museum.de
Dante Carlos: Art & Leisure and Art & Leisure
London Centre for Book Arts, UK
Until 11th July 2013
We are excited to announce our very first exhibition at
LCBA: Art & Leisure and Art & Leisure. The exhibition
presents work by Dante Carlos in his first show in the
UK and centres on an editioned book produced by LCBA.
This casual polemic about work and play uses the form
of the calendar as a catalyst for a reorganisation of days.
The editioned book will be displayed in the space, and will
also be available for purchase.

Hans-Peter Feldmann - Bücher / books
Wien Lukatsch gallery & bookshop, Berlin, Germany
Until 20th July 2013
The main work of Hans-Peter Feldmann consists of books.
In our five solo exhibitions since 1995 the focus has been
repeatedly put on Feldmann’s bookworks – for example, in
1998 we showed in our gallery the book “Die Toten” (The
Deads). In the current exhibition we extensively unfold the
major parts of his books. We begin with “Bilder” (pictures)
which are gray booklets with stamp imprint and offsetprints
of photographs. Also we are showing “Zeitserien” (timeseries), folders with original photographs from the ‘70s
glued on cardboard, many books with glued-in photocopies
and magazine projects such as the magazine “Profil”,
which appeared on a concept by Feldmann without words.
Feldmann presents in our exhibition never shown books
such as “Kleine Bilder” (little pictures), a book with stamps
or the rare “Fingerhut Post” (The Thimble Mail).
Wien Lukatsch - gallery & bookshop for art books
Schöneberger Ufer 65 (3rd floor) 10785 Berlin, Germany
Tel: +49 (0)30 28 38 53 52
Tues – Fri 1 – 6 pm, Sat 12 am – 6 pm 		
www.wienlukatsch.de
An Inventory of al-Mutanabbi Street
The John Rylands Library, Manchester, UK
Until 29th July 2013
Book artists from around the world were asked to produce
works which reflected both the strength and fragility of
books, but also showed the endurance of the ideas within
them, in response to the attack on the heart and soul of the
Baghdad literary and intellectual community.

Hope lies in our hands by Lilla Duignan

Raised in Southern California, Carlos is a graphic designer
based in Minneapolis. In addition to his own practice, he
has been senior designer at the Walker Art Centre since
2009. http://mrcarlos.tumblr.com

“The project is both a lament and a commemoration of the
singular power of words. We hope that these books will
make visible the literary bridge that connects us, made of
words and images that move back and forth between the
readers in Iraq and ourselves” - The al-Mutanabbi Street
Coalition.

Thursday - Satruday 11am - 5pm.
London Centre for Book Arts
Unit 18, Ground Floor, Britannia Works, Dace Road
London E3 2NQ, UK. http://londonbookarts.tumblr.com

An evening with Beau Beausoleil at John Rylands
Library, Friday 7th June 6pm - 8pm. Beau will lead an
evening of readings and conversations exploring the effect
of the bombing in 2007, and what it means for us all. Free,
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booking essential: www.library.manchester.ac.uk/deansgate/
The John Rylands Library, 150 Deansgate, Manchester,
M3 3EH, UK. www.library.manchester.ac.uk/deansgate/
For a complete list of exhibitions in the tour to date, see:
www.al-mutanabbistreetstartshere-boston.com
Directed: The Intersection of Book, Film and
Visual Narrative
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, Minneapolis, USA
Until 4th August 2013
Directed: The Intersection of Book, Film and Visual Narrative
explores the common territory of two engaging artistic
practices: book arts and film. Historically as well as in
contemporary practice, artists blur and perforate the
boundaries between these two disciplines, both of which
share a foundation of sequential visual narrative.
Work by over 70 artists will be featured, representing a
diverse cross-section of contemporary work from across
disciplines and around the world. This multimedia
exhibition also includes many influential artists’ books
from the Walker Art Center’s Rosemary Furtak Collection,
including works by Ed Ruscha, Jim Goldberg, Marcel
Broodthaers, John Baldessari, Andy Warhol, Christian
Boltanski, Bruce Nauman, Michael Snow, Mason Douglas
Williams, Gilbert & George, and Annette Messager. A full
artist list can be found at: http://www.mnbookarts.org/
events/currentMCBAexhibits.html
Curated by MCBA Executive Director Jeff Rathermel,
Directed will feature film and video works that present
narratives in book-like fashions, and artists’ books that
express content using traditional cinematic storytelling
practices such as montage, close-ups, fades, slow motion,
flashbacks, foreshadowing, props, varied pacing, split
screens and innovative methods for directing viewers’ eyes.
Directed is presented as part of MCBA’s Book Art Biennial
(July 27-28, 2013). Through workshops, lectures, panel
conversations, film screenings and exhibitions, Book
Art Biennial invites artists, educators, curators and
scholars to explore current issues in contemporary artists’
books. This year’s Biennial symposium programming
explores in depth the common threads between the
time-based artistic disciplines of book art and film. From
examinations of contemporary innovations in visual
narrative to the influence of classic filmmaking on midcentury book design, the symposium will continue a
tradition of stimulating critical thinking and dialogue.
For more information about the Book Art Biennial, visit
BookArtBiennial.org
Minnesota Center for Book Arts is located in the Open
Book Building in downtown Minneapolis:
1011 Washington Ave S, First Floor, Minneapolis, MN
55415, USA. Minnesota Center for Book Arts is open to
the public seven days a week: Mon, Weds - Sat: 10am-5pm,
Tues: 10am-9pm, Sun: 12-4pm . www.mnbookarts.org
hem : HJEM : koti : heim : heima : angerlarsimaffik
Nordic artists show artists’ books
ArtCentre Silkeborg Bad, Denmark
Until 11th August 2013
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CON-TEXT is a book art group involving 33 artists from
Denmark, Finland, the Faroe Islands, Greenland, Iceland,
Norway and Sweden - who have set out to investigate
questions of identity and belonging. What are the
relationships between home and individual?
Participating artists contributed up to 4 works that reflect
the theme. HJEM means home, a concept which largely but not entirely - coincides with the term dwelling. Home
express a deeper sense of belonging, it is not only where you
live - it’s where you belong - it’s your base and starting point.
Home is the protective framework, the private space where
our lives unfold. It is the place we withdraw to seek rest,
peace and comfort - together with family, friends and
flatmates - or alone - for ourselves. When we are at home,
we can “let go”, recover, and get ready to go out and meet
life in public. However, home life can also be a bit of a
challenge, emotionally. In fact it can be so stressful we
prefer to flee - to our jobs.

A home tells a lot about its inhabitant(s). It reflects our
habits, tastes, attitudes, history, ambitions and financial
capacity and is both a mirror that confirms our self-image
and a framework that helps us form our existence and
self-understanding. All questions and answers above - have
been transformed into a colourful and diverse collection
of artists’ books. From tiny, intimate and delicate works
to large scale objects made by Anna Lindgren, Anna
Snædís Sigmarsdóttir, Anne Bjørn, Arnannguaq Høegh,
Arnþrúður Ösp Karlsdóttir, Áslaug Jónsdottir, Bente
Elisabeth Endresen, Beinta av Reyni, Bodil Rosenberg,
Bryndis Bragadóttir, Dorthe Bøtker, Erika Tysse, Giuli/
Gulla R. Larsen, Gunilla Åsberg, Göta Friedeborg Svensson,
Hanne Matthiesen, Helga Pálina Brynjólfsdottir, Ingiríður
Óðinsdóttir, Jessie Kleemann, Joe Ingvartsen, Jóhanna
Margrét Tryggvadóttir, Juha Juro, Julia Pars, Lis Rejnert
Jensen, Marianne Laimer, Pia Fonnesbech, Raija Jokinen,
Rita Marhaug, Sigurborg Stefansdóttir, Susanne Helweg,
Svanborg Matthiasdóttir, Synnöve Dickhoff and Tina
Gjerulff.
hem : HJEM : koti : heim : heima : angerlarsimaffik is on
display at ArtCentre Silkeborg Bad until 11th August 2013.
It then tours on to Nuuk, Thorshavn, Reykjavik and Bergen.
The project is documented regularly in words and images at
our blog: contextnord.wordpress.com and Facebook page:
facebook.com/hemhjem
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Irmari Nacht of Englewood, NJ is exhibiting her recycled
artist’s book Books93ClassicBotanic at The Gallery at 14
Maple, Morristown, NJ, USA
Until 21st August 2013

This juried exhibition honours the 100th anniversary of Igor
Stravinsky’s influential ballet score and celebrates the 40th
anniversary of the Arts Council of the Morris Area. The
show opened on March 27 and runs to August 21, 2013
Irmari Nacht’s recycled books, a series entitled “SAVED”,
uses books that otherwise might be discarded and
transforms them into artworks. Books93ClassicBotanic
celebrates colour with the overabundance of floral elements
cascading out from three rather staid books.
Nacht’s bookworks are in several collections and have been
been shown at the BelskieMuseum,NJ, Lichtenstein Center
for the Arts, MA, Doverodde BookArts Festival, Denmark,
Westport Library, Conn, NJ State Museum, Newark
Museum, WAH Center, NY, June Fitzpatrick Gallery, ME,
Univ of Northampton, UK, Bowdoin College, and in solo
shows at the Atrium Gallery, Bard College at Simon’s Rock,
MA and the Intermezzo Gallery, BergenPAC, NJ.
Exhibition hours: Monday - Friday, 10am - 4pm or by
appointment, The Gallery at 14 Maple, 14 Maple Ave. 3rd floor, Morristown, NJ 07960, USA.
The Arts Council of the Morris Area invited artists to
submit work that challenges conventional approaches in
media, pushing the limits of traditional uses and processes
while addressing themes of transformation, ritual and
rebirth to herald the coming of spring. The exhibition
will be displayed at the Arts Council’s Gallery at 14 Maple
Avenue during our 40th Anniversary celebration. Jeanne
Brasile, Director of Seton Hall University’s Walsh Gallery
is the guest curator.
Druckworks
San Francisco Center for the Book, USA
Until 24th August 2013
Organised by the Center for Book and Paper Arts, Columbia
College Chicago. Johanna Drucker is a scholar, writer, and
artist known for her work in the history of graphic design,
typography, experimental poetry, fine art, and digital
humanities. Her most recent titles include SpecLab: Digital
Aesthetics and Speculative Computing (Chicago, 2009),
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and Graphic Design History: A Critical Guide (Pearson,
2008). Digital Humanities: Theory in Practice, co-authored
with Anne Burdick, Peter Lunenfeld, Todd Presner and
Jeffrey Schapp is due out from MIT Press early in 2012.
She created the ArtistBooksOnline repository, co-founded
SpecLab at University of Virginia, and helped design
Ivanhoe, Temporal Modelling, and other digital projects.
She is collaborating with University College London and
King’s College on a new digital project, the Museum of
Writing She has held faculty positions at University of
Texas, Dallas, Columbia University, Yale University, SUNY
Purchase, and the University of Virginia, where she was the
inaugural Robertson Professor of Media Studies. She is now
the Breslauer Professor of Bibliographical Studies in the
Department of Information Studies at UCLA.
In addition to her scholarly work, she has an international
reputation as a book artist and her limited edition artists’
books are in special collections and libraries worldwide.
Her book works have focused on women and narrative,
the darkness of the news, and the materiality of graphical
language. She is currently working on a database memoire,
ALL, and a letterpress project titled Stochastic Poetics. Her
best known titles include The Word Made Flesh (1989) and
The History of the/my Wor(l)d (1990), Simulant Portrait
(1991), ComboMeals (2008), and her collaboration with
Susan Bee on A Girl’s Life (2004) and with Brad Freeman on
Nova Reperta among other titles. Most of her books can be
viewed in their entirety at www.artistsbooksonline.org
San Francisco Center for the Book
375 Rhode Island Street, San Francisco CA 94103, USA
http://sfcb.org
UNTEL - LA BOÎTE UNTEL - Archives 1975-1980
mfc-michèle didier, Paris, France
Until Saturday 31st August 2013
Happenings and joyful provocation are words that would
quickly summarize UNTEL’s actions. But what does this
anonymous appellation refer to? (UNTEL is a French word
that is difficult to translate into English, it means something
like “unnamed, unidentified”.) Who are those people that
can’t be named?
UNTEL is a group of artists consisting originally of three
French artists, Jean-Paul Albinet, Philippe Cazal and Alain
Snyers. (Wilfrid Rouff replaces Alain Snyers when he
leaves the group in 1978.) During its short but passionate
existence, from 1975 to 1980, the group has led numerous
actions in the public space. The common denominator of
the group’s actions is the examination of the day-to-day
life, a social and political questioning, very close to the
revolutionary ideas of May 1968 and situationism.
Today, almost forty years have passed since their first
projects, but UNTEL’s action still seems extremely
contemporary and very relevant considering what the three
fellows smilingly exposed about the present reality.
In collaboration with UNTEL, mfc-michèle didier publishes
LA BOÎTE UNTEL (the UNTEL box), a new edition
limited to 24 copies. LA BOÎTE UNTEL compiles a series of

testimonies of the group’s actions led in the second half of
the seventies, providing a coherent ensemble of objects and
documents. Carefully collected in the box, there are: cards,
historical articles and critics’ reviews, flyers, the famous
inkpad “PLUS RIEN À VENDRE TOUT À ÉCHANGER“
(Nothing for sale anymore, everything for trade), or the
ironic “touriste“ badge, one of their favorite accessories.
LA BOÎTE UNTEL will be the core of the exhibition
while the archive’s cards from the box will be displayed in
a significant installation conceived by the UNTEL group
especially for the occasion. The installation is limited to
8 copies.
The exhibition of UNTEL at mfc-michèle didier gallery is
also the occasion to show two historical installations by
the group: La ville 365 jours par an, 1976 and Faits divers,
1979. The work La ville 365 jours par an (The city 365 days
per year) consists of 56 urban photographs installed like in
a patchwork, creating an impressive ensemble, associated
with the following text: “Semaine calme et sans histoire à la
bourse de paris, où les cours, d’un vendredi à l’autre, sont
restés pratiquement stables.“ (Calm and uneventful week
at the Paris stock market where the prices, from one Friday
to another, remained almost stable.) Faits divers (literally:
trivia) gathers 44 photographs of the group’s interventions,
creating a iconographic memory of UNTEL’s work. Through
this work, UNTEL tells its own story. UNTEL documents
its own artistic activity and applies to himself the recurring
modus operandi of their work: documenting, archiving, and
describing the everyday experiences.

Tom Sowden is currently exhibiting in a 4-person show at
‘Lost Highway 41 Revisited Blues’ at Street Road gallery,
Cochranville, including the Ed Ruscha inspired bookwork,
Some of the Buildings on the Sunset Strip. The exhibition is
on until 10th September.
Taking the local Pennsylvania Route 41 as a starting point,
this show investigates that most iconic of American icons,
the road, presenting interpretations of it from home and
abroad. Artists include: Gerry Harris (Toughkenamon, PA),
Tom Sowden (Bristol, UK), Danny Aldred (Winchester,
UK), and Egidija Ciricaite (London and Lithuania).
http://www.streetroad.org/exhibition-3-lost-highway-41revisited-blues.html
Fifth International Artist’s Book Exhibition Hungary
King St. Stephen Museum and City Gallery
Székesfehérvár, Hungary
Until 27th October 2013
King St. Stephen Museum in Székesfehérvár, Hungary
is a county museum with a range of rich collections
(archaeology, ethnography, local history, modern and
contemporary art). The city is about 60 kilometres from
Budapest. The museum started to work in the field
of artists’ books twenty- five years ago.

Does it mean that we may consider UNTEL’s action as postFluxus? The idea of an art that first and foremost has to be
experienced and lived, seems indeed in line with UNTEL’s
considerations.
mfc-michèle didier 66, rue Notre-Dame de Nazareth,
F-75003 Paris. Tel: +33 (0)1 71 97 49 13
www.micheledidier.com Open from Tuesday to Saturday
from 12am to 7pm Subway: République, Strasbourg SaintDenis, Arts et Métiers.
Lost Highway 41: Revisited Blues
Street Road gallery, Cochranville, PA, USA
Until 10th September 2013

Tea and water pipe, 2012, Erin K. Schmidt, USA

In 1987 we organised the First International Artist’s Book
Exhibition. There were about 400 works presented and later
donated to the museum by the artists, thus establishing
the first and still the only artists’ books collection in
Hungary owned by a museum. As the years went by, our
collection increased and we entered into relations with
artists, archives and centres (e.g. Franklin Furnace Archives,
New York and Guy Bleus’s Administration Centre, Wellen).
In 1994 the Second International Artist’s Book Exhibition
was shown in our museum. It had some 160 participants
who sent their works, totaling 350 artists’ books. In 2000 the
museum organised the Third International Artist’s Book
Exhibition, with about 330 participants and more than 550
works exhibited, then in 2006 at the Fourth International
Artist’s Book Exhibition when we displayed about 500 books
by 300 artists.

Some of the Buildings on the Sunset Strip (detail) Tom Sowden
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There is an ever-increasing artist’s book collection of circa
1500 pieces in our museum (works by both Hungarian and
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international artists), in large part due to the artists who
have donated the books to the collection after the shows.
This year about 220 participants sent their works to the Fifth
International Artist’s Book Exhibition, totaling 330 artists’
books.
The exhibition has two venues: King St. Stephen Museum,
Székesfehérvár, Megyeház u. 17. & City Gallery -Deák
Collection, Székesfehérvár, Oskola u. 10, Hungary.
More information: www.szikm.hu www.deakgyujtemeny.hu

COVER ARTIST FOR THIS ISSUE OF THE BAN:
Charlotte Hall
Metamorphosis is a large-scale screenprint taken from the
book I have produced for my
MA Printmaking degree show at
UWE, Bristol this June. It looks
at the unfolding relationship
between architecture and insects;
how a beetle could transform
into a skyscraper and vice versa.

DEFINING MOMENTS
Artists’ books exploring themes of time and memory
Brickbottom Gallery, Somerville MA, USA
Until 29th June 2013
Opening Reception Sunday 2nd June, 4-6 pm

Insects, often unnoticed, are
regarded as pests. I believe they
are in fact, more important than
the towering cityscapes of
New York, and without them
we would possibly be dead.

hello.charlie@hotmail.com
www.eccentrichorace.blogspot.com

COURSES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS
Leicester Print Workshop, UK
Letterpress & Little Books Evening Course
Tuesday 11th June – Tuesday 16th July, 6pm – 8pm
Over the six weeks you will learn how to set and print a
forme. You will receive an introduction into the letterpress
area and gain a good basic knowledge of the processes of
setting type, working up to A3 in size, using a range of
presses. You will experiment with both lead and wood type,
and will be shown how to make a simple section book and
cover. Max. 7 participants. £125 / £112.50 concessions
To book call 0116 2553634 or visit
http://www.leicesterprintworkshop.com/courses/

Defining Moments: Time and Memory in Artist Books.
Curated by Ronni Komarow, Participating artists: Lola
Baltzell, Janet Bemis, Carol Blackwell, Donna Catazaro,
Dennis Dahill, Laura Davidson, Ann Forbush, Ania
Gilmore, Ronni Komarow, Julie Shaw Lutts, Peter Madden,
Molly Van Nice, Lisa Olson, Patricia Sarrafian Ward,
Marcella Stasa, Stephanie Stigliano, Susan Schmidt, Annie
Zeybekoglu.
Brickbottom Gallery
Brickbottom Artists Building, One Fitchburg Street
Somerville MA, USA.
www.brickbottom.com

Booking your Travel - Making journeys into artists’ books
With Caren Florance. Sturt Winter School, 1–5 July 2013
Mittagong, NSW, Australia
Travelling usually leaves people with lots of ephemeral
reminders like tickets, receipts, packaging and photographs.
It’s very hard to throw these things out, so they end up in
boxes somewhere out of sight. However, they are fabulous
for making artists’ books: either making sculptural works
from the materials themselves or using them as a starting
point for something more narrative and traditionally
book-like.
Whether you have plans to go travelling and want a unique
journal to take with you, or you have years of travelling
memorabilia tucked away, this course is definitely for
you! It will combine technical instruction in a number of
traditional and alternative bookbinding structures with
personal customisation to ensure that your memories come
out of those boxes and onto your shelves. This course is
suitable for any level of experience. I’m a big believer in
whole class learning: we all learn from each other, either to
skill up, or to slow down and pay attention.
AUS $595, GST included +$35 material fee
Range Rd, Mittagong, NSW, Australia
http://www.sturt.nsw.edu.au/course_winter.htm
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How to make a finishing tool, with Tracey Rowledge
Brass finishing tools are used for impressing on surfaces
such as leather, paper or wood. Come and learn how to
make a tool of your own simple design. 12th August 2013
(Monday). City Lit, Keeley Street, Covent Garden, London
WC2B 4BA. Tel: 0207 831 7831. infoline@citylit.ac.uk
www.citylit.ac.uk
Bookbinding – Gold tooling on paper
Supplementary training, with Tracey Rowledge
Tracey Rowledge will share how she approaches gold tooling
on a paper-covered book to demonstrate how the medium
is brought to life when it is applied to a three-dimensional
object. Foundation skills in gold tooling will be taught and
then practiced on a series of sample boards.
This course is suitable for all levels and is conducted in
English. 5th – 9th August 2013, Leksands folkhögskola,
Box 281 793 26 Leksand, Sweden. Enrolments to:
fia.palmgren@leksand.fhsk.se or call: +46 (0)247 648 00.
Information about boarding and lodging:
fia.palmgren@leksand.fhsk.se
Information about workshop:
leif.halldorf@leksand.fhsk.se or monica@langwe.se
www.traceyrowledge.co.uk
Upcoming pop-up workshops with Carol Barton:
17th-21st June, Paper Engineering and Sculptural Books,
Oregon College of Art and Crafts, Portland, Oregon, USA
https://ocac.edu
29th-30th June, Pop-up Workshop, Focus on Book Arts
Conference, Forest Grove, Oregon, USA
http://focusonbookarts.org
2014, Jan 28th-Feb 2nd, North Country Studio Workshops,
Bennington College, Vermont, USA. http://ncsw.org
Workshops with Benjamin Elbel
Please visit the website to find an updated list of the
workshops I currently teach. You’ll also find all the links
and contact details of the different venues, in case you’re
interested in signing-up. Feel free to contact me to organise
any of these workshops at your place. http://bit.ly/14enGCS
Hanne Matthiesen, weekend and one-day courses
for early Summer 2013
9th June: Transformations. Found objects & papers
transformed into mixed media objects, collages, journals.
15th June: Art journaling (& artists’ books)
An introduction to the concepts of mixed media in various
forms: collages, boards, objects, figures, artists’ books,
journals, scrapbooks etc. A review of basic principles,
materials, tools, techniques and opportunities for making
simple and unique images, collages, journals, books and
book objects. Individual supervision. Inspiration for both
beginners and professional artists.
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Practical information
• WHERE: At my studio in Malling, Denmark.
We have buses + trains almost to the doorstep
• WEEKEND COURSE: Saturday + Sunday, both days:
10 am – 4 pm. ONE DAY SESSIONS: Sunday 9am – 4pm.
• I provide the basic material: paper, paint, glue, tape, string,
stamps, scraps, etc. – but please, feel free to also bring a little
of your own favorite material – it makes everything so much
more interesting! Lunch is homebaked bread, salads etc.,
vegetarian & organic.
• Price: WEEKEND course: 1000 DKR. ONE DAY session:
600 DKR (all prices incl. basic materials, coffee/tea + lunch)
• Any questions – or want to sign up? Please contact me by
email hannematthiesen[@]gmail.com, sms/phone
(+45) 21471871. Looking forward to seeing you!
http://ihanne.wordpress.com/courses/
MCBA: Summer classes, camps and workshops are open
for registration. Feast your eyes on a wide variety
of Adult Workshops, from introductory to advanced!
This summer’s schedule includes four exclusive offerings
from visiting artists:
- mixed media journaling with Quinn McDonald
- Korean paper techniques with Aimee Lee
- large-scale letterpress with Shana Agid
- “Biblio-Tech II” historical and modern bindings with
Karen Hanmer
… plus a special opportunity to work with summer Artistin-Residence Mandy Bonnell: Wood Engraving: A Creative
Intensive
The centerpiece of MCBA’s summer term is Book Art
Biennial 2013 - register today for one of our three
exclusive two-day pre-Biennial Workshops:
- Creative Letterpress Printing with Regula Russelle
- The Decorative Sheet with Lin Lacy and Jeff Rathermel
- Historical Binding Primer with Jana Pullman
Peruse our Adult Workshops page for dozens and dozens
more exciting opportunities to feed your curiosity and
expand your creative skills!
http://www.mnbookarts.org/workshops/adult.html

BINDING re:DEFINED
These Wiltshire based workshops focus on innovative
structures for use on all types of books. Lunch and
materials are included in the cost.
Please visit the website or email for details and costs.
www.bookbindingworkshops.com
bookbindingworkshops@gmail.com
ELBUM
Benjamin Elbel • June 5 and September 7 • Marden • £75
In this one-day workshop participants make a very unique
album that uses only friction to hold its pages in to the
specially folded spine. The cover is made from a single
piece of material with acrobatic folds that result in multi-
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is ‘noble paper binding’. Structurally, it is a European case
binding (bradel) covered in paper with narrow edgings
of leather along the head and tail, fore-edges or spine. Its
origins as a way to be miserly with materials discredit its
very modern and clean design features. It calls for precise
and careful work that gives extremely satisfying results.

ply boards. It is very chic and stylish, perfect for holding
postcards, photos, prints or anything printed on single
sheets.
STUB BINDING
Lori Sauer • June 8 - 9 • Marden • £140
Stub Binding, or atlas binding, has been around for many
centuries. It involves attaching a narrow strip of paper,
either by sewing or pasting, to the spine fold of a section and
then using this new extension of paper, or stub, as the spine
of the book. Its mechanics are particularly good for books
where the gutter margin is too narrow, or the sections are
too thick for conventional rounding or backing. The stubs
form an inert spine from which the text pages flow freely.

Although highly regarded by German bibliophiles, the
structure is little used in the UK and we feel it’s time to
make it more widely known. Basic binding skills required.
TUE-MOUCHE BINDINGS
Benjamin Elbel • July 27 - 28 • Marden • £140
Tue-mouche bindings are semi-flexible bindings in
folded paper or vellum which are suitable for artist books,
conservation bindings or stationery.

The spine construction derives from the ‘dos rapporté’
binding and offers a flawless opening. The name (flycatchers) refers to the main component of the bindings:
paper (or vellum) strips, sometimes very long, that could be
coated with glue to catch imaginary creatures... In fact we
will use very little or no glue at all in this workshop aimed at
paper lovers.
Please visit the website or email for details and costs.
www.bookbindingworkshops.com
bookbindingworkshops@gmail.com
It is perfect for albums, pamphlets and texts with doublepage spread illustrations where sewing down the centre fold
should be avoided.
THE EDELPAPPBAND
Benjamin Elbel • June 29 - 30 • Marden • £140
The direct translation of this classic German binding style
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Bookbinding: Drop-spine Box
London Centre for Book Arts
Saturday 22nd June 2013, 11am–5pm
£85 (£75 for Friends of LCBA)
Learn to make cloth-covered drop-spine (clamshell)
boxes, used by libraries, museums, and collectors to store
and protect delicate books, prints, or drawings. Once the

basics are mastered the construction can be modified for
more decorative exteriors, multiple compartments in the
inside, and so on. Materials and tools will be provided and
participants will leave with a box & written instructions to
refresh their memories!

GUY BEGBIE - BOOK ARTS WORKSHOPS
One-day Workshops in Bath and Bristol, UK

Suitable for all abilities including beginners, with all
materials and tools provided. Tutor: Abigail Uhteg
http://www.eventbrite.co.uk/event/6530796789#
Helen Hunt Bookbinding Workshops
I am running two workshops in Japanese Stab-stitch Bound
Books on: Thursday 6th June 10am - 1pm and Saturday 8th
June 10am - 1pm. At The Muse, St. Leonards-on-Sea, UK
Each workshop lasts three hours and as well as tuition, all
materials and equipment needed are included in the price
along with tea/ coffee and a biscuit. At the end of your
three-hour workshop you will have learnt the technique
of Japanese Stab-stitch Binding and made two books, one
demonstrating the basic technique and the other exploring
some of the variations that are achievable from this ancient
craft. Each workshop costs £20.00
• Coming soon:
Throughout the coming months, I will be running a series of
workshops in St. Leonards-on-Sea:
• Japanese Stab-stitch Bound Books
• Front-fastening Books
• Simple No-stitch Books and Booklets
• Gift Bags and Gift Tags
Workshop special offer:
I am running a loyalty scheme whereby the third workshop
that you do will be half price. This offer starts now and
applies to three hour workshops run and organised by
myself in the period ending December 31st 2013.
Comments from previous students:
‘Helen was very welcoming and knowledgeable about her
craft - she explained everything (twice for those of us that
needed it!) and magically turned us all into capable Japanese
Stab-stitching experts.’ Nina Somers
‘I enjoyed the morning workshop making Simple No-stitch
booklets. Helen was very organised and efficient and made
the morning engaging and flow with gentle fun.’ Roz Cran
‘I came away after a happy three hours with a new skill and
a desire to make more books.’ Ali Stump
If you want to make simply constructed, charming books
I would certainly recommend trying your hand.’
Elaine Partington
For more details and to book please contact Helen Hunt.
http://helenhunt.co.uk/news/page/4/
Telephone: 01424 729861
helen-hunt@tiscali.co.uk
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Wednesday 12th June 2013 (Bristol)
Cloth Covered Hardback Book With Soft Spine
10.00am – 3.00pm Course Fee £35 (includes all materials)
This workshop is designed for participants with or without
bookbinding experience. During the workshop, participants
will have the opportunity to make and take home a
cloth covered hard back book with a soft spine hinge
and accordion folded page structure, with sewn inserts
and throw-out dropdown pages. This book is a pocket
sized durable binding, with scope for use as a bespoke
sketchbook/notebook. It has a versatile page configuration,
to enable cross referencing of content and opportunity for
use for design development and the creative presentation of
ideas. All equipment and materials will be provided for the
workshop. Tutor: Guy Begbie
Sunday 16th June 2013 (Bath) Japanese Bookbinding
10.30am – 4.30pm Course Fee £35 (includes all materials)
This workshop is designed for participants with or without
bookbinding experience. This is an opportunity to make
and take away two bespoke hand made books. Using
Japanese side sewing techniques you will be taught how
to produce soft and hardback cover books in a landscape
format using paper based materials and book cloth. This
bookbinding method can be used to bind sets of single
pages together using traditional Japanese sewing patterns.
All equipment and materials will be provided for the
workshop. Tutor: Guy Begbie
Wednesday 19th June 2013 (Bristol) Cloth Covered
Hardback Book With Decorative Rope-Pattern Exposed
Cover Spine Sewing 10.00am – 3.00pm Course Fee £35
(includes all materials). This workshop is designed for
participants with or without bookbinding experience.
During the workshop, participants will have the
opportunity to make and take home a cloth covered
hardback book with decorative rope-pattern exposed cover
spine sewing. The pages for this book are constructed
in three sections with gatefolds and hidden inserts. All
equipment and materials will be provided for the workshop.
Tutor: Guy Begbie
To book a place or enquire about availability and course
details, please use one of the following contact details:
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Tel: 07989393015
g.begbie@live.co.uk
www.guybegbie.com
Summer Courses with Jenny Smith
Laser Cutting Summer School (Post Beginners)
22-25th July, £280
This four day summer school is aimed at those who have
completed an Introductory Course, and/or have some
experience of laser cutting. It provides the opportunity
to complete a laser cut project within a small group, with
full dedicated technical support. An opportunity to learn
new laser cutting and software skills relevant to your areas
of interest. Includes group discussions and power point
presentations of ways contemporary artists and makers are
using laser cutting. 10am - 5pm. Refreshments provided.
Limited to 4. Bring your own lunch & materials, or
purchase locally.
Summer School- Introduction to Laser Cutting
5th - 8th August, £300
This four-day summer school combines the 2 day
Introductory Course (above) with a further 2 days to
complete a personal laser cut project within a small group,
with dedicated technical support.
Ideal for creating laser cut 2-D and 3-D paper cuts, creating
laser cut artist books, cutting a fabric or textile project,
combining laser cutting with printing and laser engraving
photographic images onto paper, acrylic/wood, slate or
glass. The only limits are your own imagination.
10am - 5pm. Refreshments and all materials provided for
the 2 intro days. Bring your own lunch and additional
materials, or purchase locally. Limited to 4 participants to
allow for individual attention and time on the laser
Courses are run by Jenny Smith and held at The Edinburgh
Laser Cutting Studio in central Edinburgh. For more details
and to download a booking form, see courses page
www.edinburghlaserstudio.org.uk
email : info@edinburghlaserstudio.org.uk
or phone Jenny on 0771 3901 730. www.jennysmith.org.uk
Lin Charlston will be running an intensive Book Arts
Weekend workshop in the summer at the Sidney Nolan
Trust, UK. Friday 21 - Sunday 23 June, 10.00-16.00
Immerse yourself in an artist’s book project in the idyllic
setting of The Rodd organic farm, woodland and barns.
There will be a structured approach for newcomers to the
field with optional activities for experienced book artists.
Weekend fee with accommodation: £185 (includes two
night’s accommodation, tuition, supper on Friday, breakfast
and lunch on Saturday and Sunday).
Weekend fee without accommodation: £125 (includes
tuition, supper on Friday, lunch on Saturday and Sunday).
Weekend runs from 17.00 on Friday to 13.00 on Sunday.
To book or check availability send an email or tel 01544
260149. info@sidneynolantrust.org

Sidney Nolan Trust, The Rodd, Presteigne, LD8 2LL, UK.
www.sidneynolantrust.org
The Grange, Ellesmere, Shropshire
Centre for the Book Arts courses www.thegrange.uk.com
Bookbinding with Christopher Rowlatt
31st - 3rd November
November long weekend provides an introductory course
for aspiring bookbinders but can also be tailored to those
with some experience. The aim of the course is to give a
background to bookbinding, an introduction to the tools
and techniques and for each participant to produce, by the
end of the three days, a case-bound book. Christopher is
a qualified teacher and inspiring bookbinder. Tools and
equipment will be provided and will also be available to
purchase for those who want to continue with their new
skill at home. The course will be held in our recently
restored and refurbished bindery. The course is residential
and prices include full board.
Letterpress Printing with Ken Burnley and Jon WardAllen, 31st - 3rd November
These introductory courses are for anyone interested in
the traditional methods of letterpress printing. They will
provide an introduction to the history of printing and will
cover basic typography, design and letterpress techniques.
By the end of the three days you should be able to design,
lay out and print your own work using our Vandercook and
Eagle and Adana presses. The courses will be held in our
recently restored and refurbished press rooms.
Bookbinding Summer School, July 8th - 12th
The beautiful house, the comfortable rooms and the
delicious cuisine of the Grange will make the Bookbinding
Summer School in the Grange Bindery a relaxed,
informative and constructive four days. Any level of skill
and bookbinding knowledge is welcome. Christopher
Rowlatt of the Presteigne Bindery and Christopher
Marbling will be the tutor. Participants can bring along
their own projects, some may be work in progress and
others could be the beginning of a new endeavour, such
as a leather binding or a difficult cleaning job! Beginners
welcome.
All course details can be found at:
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Programme_2013.html
Book Arts Open Day, 29th June 2013
A great day out for anyone with a passion for books.
Come and visit our Book Arts Centre and find out how
beautiful books are made - the traditional way. There
will be demonstrations of letterpress printing, hot metal
casting, sewing, paper marbling and bookbinding - and
opportunities to talk to the skilled craftsmen and women
who practise these arts. If the weather is good we hope you
will stay for a cup of tea and cake in our conservatory tea
room and have a wander round the grounds. The day is
supported by the Presteigne Binder, the Silver Birch Press,
the Hedge Sparrow Press, Gregynog Press and the Medlar
Press. Please visit our website at www.thegrange.uk.com
for further details.
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Summer Institute 2013 at the Centre for Fine Print
Research, UWE, Bristol, UK, June - July 2013.
Continuing Professional Development summer classes
in bookbinding, letterpress, laser cutting, rubber stamps,
experimenting, meeting and discussing. Build your skills
with the team and meet some new friends…
Artists’ Letterpress and Laser Cut Type with Angie Butler
and Tom Sowden, Monday 24th – Friday 28th June 2013
Learn how to set type and print letterpress using metal and
wood type. Letterpress offers beautiful qualities for printing
text for books, bookmarks, postcards, posters or pamphlets.
A range of inks and papers will be supplied. We will print
on Vandercook presses which allow editioning of multiples.
For the first three days of the summer school participants
will be shown the correct way to set metal type; how
to cut simple wooden typefaces or blocks from hand
drawn originals using the laser cutter; how to set up the
Vandercook proofing presses; how wooden type is set and
printed, with the opportunity to experiment with printing
larger wooden type.

Guy Begbie is an established book artist and designer.
He has been teaching in UK universities since 1995.
As a multi-disciplinary artist he makes works that extend
parameters regarding concept and production approaches
to the book form. He has run book arts courses nationally
and internationally. http://www.guybegbie.com
Maximum 10 participants. Date: Monday 1st – Friday 5th
July 2013. Time: Each day runs from 9.30am - 4.30pm
Price: £450 per person /£360 concessions (materials, lunch
vouchers, teas and coffees are included in course fee)
Booking info at: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/cpd.htm

Letterpress prints by Hazel Grainger

The last two days of the summer school will offer an
opportunity for participants to develop any ideas they have
been working on during the summer school, and provide
extended time with full support, to consolidate these and
produce a series of prints or even a small pamphlet.

Artist’s Book Week - with Sarah Bodman, Angie Butler,
Stephen Fowler and Tom Sowden. Monday 8th – Friday
12th July 2013 A new course: due to demand for time
to experiment in the studio and work alongside other
artists we have designed this class for creative exploration
of the book by artists. Bring your ideas, projects, stamps
or typewriter, and spend some time with other makers
experimenting with book formats and contents. We will
have experts on hand to help with rubber stamps, popups, letterpress on different days, and you can dip into our
artists’ books archive and get advice on current and future
book projects. This is an opportunity to develop some new
ideas or produce a small edition, to meet other creative,
swap ideas and learn some new skills.

Maximum 8 participants. Date: Monday 24th – Friday 28th
June 2013. Time: Each day runs from 9.30am - 4.30pm
Price: £400 per person /£320 concessions (materials, lunch
vouchers, teas and coffees are included in course fee).
Booking info at: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/cpd.htm
Bookbinding for Book Artists - Led by Guy Begbie
Monday 1st – Friday 5th July 2013
The book is a viable, visual medium that can provide links
and meeting points between many art disciplines such
as print, painting and sculpture. It is perhaps the most
intimate, easily accessible and portable of all the art forms.
In this intensive five-day course both traditional and
unorthodox bookbinding structures will be taught.
The course is designed to be appropriate for people with
or without previous experience.
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Maximum 8 participants. Date: Monday 8th – Friday 12th
July 2013. Time: Each day runs from 9.30am - 4.30pm
Price: £400 per person /£320 concessions (some materials,
lunch vouchers, teas and coffees are included in course fee)
Booking info at: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/cpd.htm
Advanced bookbinding - Led by Guy Begbie
Monday 15th – Friday 19th July 2013
An intensive five-day advanced course of bookbinding
structures. The course is designed to be appropriate
for people with some previous experience in basic
bookbinding. Guy Begbie is an internationally-established
book artist and traditionally trained bookbinder who has
been teaching book arts in UK Universities since 1995. As a
multi-disciplinary artist he makes works using a variety of
media that include traditional and experimental approaches
to bookbinding.

FACULTY: Buzz Spector’s art often uses books, both as
subjects and objects, and is concerned with relationships
between public history, individual memory and perception.
He is also the author of two books of art criticism and
interviews. He is Dean of the College of Art at Washington
University in St. Louis. www.buzzspector.com
Tuition: $875 OR Tuition + Studio Support Donation: $1075
Studio Fee: $100 Code: R0909 Enrollment Limit 10.
http://www.andersonranch.org
Print & Book Binding Workshops @36 Lime Street,
Newcastle, UK, with Theresa Easton
Ideal for beginners and those with some experience
of printmaking or bookmaking, these two evening
introductory workshops are a great way of making original
books, with a special handmade quality.
Next workshop: Tuesday June 25th & July 2nd, 6.30-9pm
Price: £55 (including all materials)
To Book: contact Theresa Easton 07981381830
Email: theresa_easton@yahoo.co.uk
Web: http://theresaeaston.wordpress.com
Address: Ouseburn Warehouse Studios & Workshops, 36
Lime Street, Ouseburn Valley, Newcastle, NE1 2PQ, UK

Maximum 10 participants. Date: Monday 15th – Friday
19th July 2013. Time: Each day runs from 9.30am - 4.30pm
Price: £450 per person /£360 concessions (materials, lunch
vouchers, teas and coffees are included in course fee)
Booking info at: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/cpd.htm
Advanced Print Critique with Buzz Spector
Anderson Ranch Arts Center, Snowmass, Colorado, USA
29th July - 2nd August 2013
SKILL LEVEL: IV, portfolio review required.
CONCEPT: This advanced printmaking workshop creates
a constructive environment to pursue ongoing work in
various printmaking techniques with an additional focus on
making artists’ books. Students arrive with a project, either
planned or already underway. We “workshop” these
projects in one-on-one and group critiques, allowing
artists to respond immediately inside the studio. This is a
focused week to strengthen existing technical skills, refine
conceptual approaches and broaden knowledge of
contemporary printmaking and artists’ books.
MEDIA & TECHNIQUES: All forms of contemporary
printmaking and artist books. Exploration of content,
message and artistic research.
ACTIVITIES: Students develop ongoing projects through
guided studio time, independent and class critiques, and
digital image presentations to expand our understanding of
critical and technical options. Buzz meets individually with
students on a daily basis.
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Workshops with The Travelling Bookbinder
Rachel Hazell
Personal Geographies in Venice 8th - 13th October 2013
This writing bookbinder is delighted to announce an
unexpected addition to the calendar: Exploring historical,
contemporary and personal maps in the form of a variety
of artists’ books, by the Grand Canal. £700 for five days
tuition, materials and special jaunts. Monica Watson
Horton gave a testimonial about the last one:
“A molte fabulosa personal geographies w’shop week in
Venezia with the inspiring Rachel. So delighted with my
book & mini books & superb origami envelopes...not to
mention what books we should read, and restaurants to try
and where to find the best gelati. A woman of many talents.”
Pre-register today, and start dreaming of canals and bells,
boats and biscotti, ink and vellum…
www.hazelldesignsbooks.co.uk
info@hazelldesignsbooks.co.uk
BOOKBINDING FOR BEGINNERS
Book Works Studio, London, UK
Book Works Studio is pleased to announce new dates for
the ever popular nine week course in hand bookbinding.
Students will have the opportunity to learn basic
bookbinding techniques through a variety of historical
and contemporary styles, and to use conventional and
unconventional binding materials. There will also be a
chance to develop a personal project in the latter stages.
The course will be for a maximum of 8 students and will
be run by Ina Baumeister at Book Works Studio.

PART 1 - TUESDAYS FROM 10 SEPTEMBER TO 5
NOVEMBER, 2013 . TIME: 6.30–9.00PM
COST: £220 PER STUDENT
PART 2 - THURSDAYS FROM 12 SEPTEMBER TO 7
NOVEMBER, 2013. TIME: 6.30–9.00PM
COST: £220 PER STUDENT
For more detail on the course please visit:
https://www.bookworks.org.uk/node/1763
BYZANTINE SUGGESTIONS IN VENICE
Giudecca island, Venice, Italy, 5, 6, 7 July 2013
Art workshop: from handmade paper to book binding with
leather covers decorated by handmade, linocut prints.
Tutors: Valeria Bertèsina, Fernando Masone.

John will lead the group through a variety of book
construction techniques suitable for photography and
artist books. Emphasis will be placed on basic bench
skills, materials awareness and proper techniques for
producing clean, finished work. Participants will explore
several different text and cover treatments and leave with a
collection of samples and plaques for future reference, such
as “text block construction,” “cover treatment,” “surface
decoration and attribution.
Additional topics will include discussions on publishing
options, project financing, and marketing your book.
Time permitting, we may also be able to look at some foil
stamping and embossing techniques.
July-22 to July-26, 2013, 9:30am - 4:30pm (with lunch
breaks). Workshop Fee: $695. cdn. Materials Fee: $50
CBBAG Members take 5% off
LUZ Studio, Victoria BC
Open to all abilities - previous bookmaking experience is
not required. Workshop is limited to 9 participants / min 6
REGISTER ONLINE at:
http://www.luzgallery.com/luz-register
Information: http://luzstudios.com/handmade-photo-Or
contact the studio at +250 590-7557.
Paul Johnson’s Pop-up Workshops

The forms and colours of Byzantine art, in the Venetian
presence, is the Leit-Motif that will inspire the artwork of
this workshop. Especially the colours, that are often also
the same as the glints on the water of the lagoon. Colour’s
images and emotions.

20-23 June, The Guild of Book Workers (USA)
Thursday evening talk. Friday – Sunday pop-up workshops
in Maine. The workshop location in Otisfield is about an
hour away from Portland to the Northwest in the lakes
region of Maine. For details contact:
Todd Pattison Email: bookandtile@att.net

Maximum 8 participants. Price: 240 per person.
Info and booking: valeria_bertesina@libero.it
info@fernandomasone.it

THE HANDMADE PHOTOBOOK PROJECT
John DeMerritt & Quinton Gordon, July 22- 26, 2013
LUZ Studio, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada
Join internationally acclaimed, bookmaker John DeMerritt
and photographer Quinton Gordon for this one-week
intensive workshop on producing a photobook.
The core objectives of this workshop are to help you edit,
sequence, design, and produce a well constructed “book
dummy” that can be used to approach publishes, or as a
construction and design mock-up for a self-published, or
handmade book.
During the week participants will explore design and book
construction options while working to refine, edit, and
sequence content for their book project. All participants are
expected to come prepared with small work prints (30- 60)
from their project as well as digital copies of the images that
can be used to print book pages for the mock-up.
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Pop-up Toy Theatres

28-30 June, Cincinnati Book Art Guild (USA)
Friday evening talk. Weekend pop-up workshops in
Cincinnati. For details contact:
cbasinformation@gmail.com
22-25 July, West Dean College, Sussex (UK)
The West Dean Pop-up Book
We make a pocket-size pop-up book of the wonderful
buildings, artefacts and gardens at West Dean, including
the pergola, the rustic summerhouse, the orangery and what
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one observer called ‘the Hobbit-like building, built into the
crinkle-crankle wall.’ For details contact:
www.westdean.org.uk
16-19 September Dillington House, Somerset (UK)
Pop-up Toy Theatres Contact: www.dillington.com
Summer Courses, June – August 2013 at the Stiftung des
centro del bel libro ascona, Switzerland, include:
Flexible Parchment Binding
Wire Edge Binding: Codex, Accordion and Album
Bookbinding design
Decorated Papers – variations on a theme
Variations on the Paper Binding
Techniques according to Hedi Kyle
Prägnant: Tips and tricks for the general use

a single-section, blank, paper and cloth case-bound book
for the first day workshop. The second and third workshop
days will concentrate on the making up of a multi-section
cloth, case-bound book which can be quarter, half or fullbound with various materials. Although all materials are
included in the fee, you are encouraged, if you so wish, to
express your own creativity to design an individual book
by bringing along any decorative papers, or/and drawings
etc. to incorporate. And if time permits, we will discuss and
learn other structures.

Stiftung des centro del bel libro ascona
Hausmatte 4 – Postfach 40, 3086 Zimmerwald
Switzerland. info@cbl-ascona.ch
www.cbl-ascona.ch
The cbl can offer a list of accommodation. Detailed
information on accommodations can be obtained through
the Tourist Information Office Ascona: www.ascona.ch
e-mail: ascona@etlm.ch
Sarah Bodman, ‘The Artist and The Book’
John Rylands University Library, Deansgate, Manchester,
Wednesday 10th July, 7pm - 8pm
Exploring some of the ways in which national and
international artists present their ideas within the format
of the book today. From paper-based to experimental works,
artists are utilising the book as document, performance
manual, or device for collecting and curating text and
image.
This public lecture is part of a series of events
commemorating the Italian author Giovanni Boccaccio’s
700th anniversary. An exhibition of historic printed books
and manuscripts, as well as artists’ books commissioned for
the anniversary, opens at the Rylands library on 11 July and
runs until 24 November 2013. Admission to the exhibition
is free. For more details see: http://www.library.manchester.
ac.uk/rylands/events

In all workshop days the following will be demonstrated:
correct folding, collating and grain direction of papers;
measuring and sewing with tapes; lining up mull; uses of
adhesives for book block; pasting of boards and endpapers;
making up the case and casing in, recessed panels, and
leather inlays on cloth etc.
All participants will, of course, take home their completed
books. Please note these workshops are not for restoring
books. £70 per one-day workshop. All materials are
included. Minimum age 18.
For further information please contact Debra Thompson
via contact page at: www.tufnellartpress.co.uk or by
email: tufnellartpress@googlemail.com
Some Odd Pages – bookbinding workshops with Meg
Green at Riverside Arts Centre
59 Thames Street, Lower Sunbury, Surrey TW16 5QF, UK

Admission to the lecture is free but booking is essential via
the Customer Services Team: Email jrl.events@manchester.
ac.uk or Tel. 0161 306 0555. The booking system will open
on Thursday 30 May. Priority booking operates for those
who have signed up to the mailing list using the same
Customer Services contact details.

ALBUMS, Saturday 29th June, 2 – 6pm
£40, tools provided, materials included.
Make your own album. Hahnemuhle mould-made archival
covers withgently textured warm white pages, this 19 x 27
album has all the richness of a hand bound volume. Perfect
as a commemorative gift or a special occasion, for memories
or as a portfolio of your work, the removable screwpost
binding allows you to add extra pages as required.

LONDON - INTRODUCTION TO BASIC BOOKBINDING for Beginners - ‘MAKE YOUR OWN BOOK’
Dates throughout 2013. 1/ 2 / 3 day workshops.
10.30am - 5pm in Crouch Hill, London N19, UK
The three-day workshop period can be split dates to suit
participants. The first workshop will facilitate exploring and
assessing various materials and skills for the making up of

COPTIC BOOKS, Saturday 6th July, 2 – 6pm
£40, tools provided, materials included.
Coptic binding is an ancient and historical binding which
doesn’t require any heavy studio equipment. It’s entirely
non-adhesive allowing the pages to lie open flat.
This workshop is a wonderful way to make your own
Coptic journal, sketchbook or album in a choice of
colours and cords.
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LEATHER JOURNALS Saturday 28th September, 2 – 6pm
£70, tools provided, materials included.
Nothing feels so nice as a hand bound leather journal.
In this workshop you will work with finest leathers, papers
and accessories to make one soft bound, pocket-sized
personal book. Suitable for drawing, sketching and writing
with enough space for inclusions such as photos or the bits
and bobs we pick up along the way.
TRAVEL JOURNALS, Saturday 26th October, 2 – 6pm
£65, tools provided, materials included.
Learn to make your own travel journal with classic rounded
corners, creamy writing pages, fold-outs, maps (optional),
pull out extra notebook and elastic strap closure to hold
it all together. Enough space for all the things we tend to
pick up along the way as well as notes, sketches, memories,
essential information, addresses, websites, contacts, good
ideas, secret finds and things to avoid. Create the book you
make along the way.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Is video the new promotional tool?
Videos are becoming ubiquitous. It is easy to post them on
social networks for fun or commercial purpose but I was
surprised when a European museum asked me to make a
video of my books for their purchasing committee. This
prompted me to search for examples of artists explaining
their books on video. Unfortunately, I haven’t found a
lot of professional films. Is this trend going to change the
way we promote our work once we have made a personal
presentation? Do we need a short movie for each of our
books? Or a large one to explain our work? It might be
interesting to gather and share information on how to plan
and film an effective movie.
If you have made a video of your work you can email me the
link. I will gather all information and report back to Sarah
Bodman so hopefully we will have a list to share and some
comments in the next issue of the Book Arts Newsletter.
Thank you!
Email to Amandine Nabarra-Piomelli:
apamoniac@gmail.com

RENEWED & REBOUND
Two Saturdays, 23rd November & 7th December
£60 for both sessions, tools provided, materials included.
Learn how to rebind your own book. Dismantle your
favourite paperback, clean all the pages and rebind it into
sound and solid hard covers. Many of our books may have
little commercial value but so often these are the books we
love the most. Whether won as a prize, received as a gift or a
story you loved as a child, here is an opportunity to work on
your own book, rebinding and preserving it for the future.
Book projects must be pre-approved as each book is highly
individual. Archival materials are provided for each book
as required. This project is over TWO sessions allowing
enough time to complete your book. CONTACT the studio
to register the book you’d like to rebind in this class.
The venue is really lovely: the Riverside Arts Centre is a
Grade II listed studio right on the Thames in historic Lower
Sunbury, UK. By the village green are small shops and
restaurants, two fantastic pubs, cafés, the landmark Sunbury
Walled Garden and of course Thames Riverside Park. Spaces
are limited and advance booking is necessary as all materials
are prepared specifically for each participant.
The nearest railway station is Sunbury. We offer a free
shuttle service from the station, just let us know which train
you’ll be on, it’s all part of the service. Give Meg Green a call
at 07702 873793 or email someoddpages@gmail.com if you
have any questions about sessions, projects, materials, etc.
Book online at: http://someoddpages.eventbrite.co.uk
http://someoddpages.com/courses/workshops-2013/
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Otis College of Art and Design is organising the
exhibition “Binding Desire: Unfolding Artists Books”,
January 25 – March 22, 2014 in the Ben Maltz Gallery.
The exhibition highlights work from the college’s Library
collection of 2100+ artists’ books. The project is headed by
a distinguished curatorial team: Barbara Maloutas, Cathy
Chambers, Rebecca Chamlee, Linda Dare, Jeseca Dawson,
Nancy Jo Haselbacher, Meg Linton, Sue Maberry, and
JT Steiney. For more information contact Meg Linton at
mlinton@otis.edu or www.otis.edu/benmaltzgallery

OPPORTUNITIES
BALTIC Artist’s Book Fair - NEPN Participation
For two days only, BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art
plays host to a national two-day Artist’s Book Fair.
The North East Photography Network has been invited to
participate by organiser Theresa Easton and is delighted
to take this opportunity to showcase the vibrancy of
contemporary photography book-work.
NEPN is interested in presenting high quality publications
and editions, reflecting the breadth of practice in this area
from handmade books, zines, newspapers, published and
self-published issues, to the more traditional ‘photobook.’
Tables are available for collectives, artists, publishers and
distributors. Tables will need to be ‘manned’ at all times
where sales are desired. Table sizes are 90 x 180cm.
We are also able to showcase up to 3 publications per
individual photographer/artist on independent tables.
These cannot be sold on the day, however business cards/
information can be displayed and connections made to
potential buyers.
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In line with the wider event, there is a submission process
and tables will be charged at £60. Individual book
submissions are free; however SAEs must be included if they
are to be returned. If not they will be donated to BALTIC
Library and Archive or NEPN.
Deadline for submissions June 10th 2013
www.northeastphoto.net

Lokta handmade paper for your book art projects …
Lokta handmade paper is a centuries old craft, carried on to
this date by Nepal’s village artisans.

Lokta paper in natural undyed form

Lokta fibre made paper is very strong, similar to Japanese
Kozo and Gampi papers. In its natural undyed form, Lokta
paper looks translucent. The pigmented and vegetable dyed
papers are rich in colour and very elegant.

Use them for artists’ books, greeting cards, calligraphic
works and many more applications. ou can screenprint
on lokta paper, it can also run through inkjet printers and
photocopiers.
Please visit our website: www.chinocrafts.com
Please email your enquiries: thame@wlink.com.np

Call for entries for Volume: Birmingham’s Art, Book, &
Print Fair, Thursday 5th – Saturday 7th December 2013
The Library of Birmingham, UK
On Tuesday 3rd September 2013 the Library of Birmingham
will re-open in its brand new, purpose-built premises in
Centenary Square, becoming the largest public library
in Europe. It will be a major new cultural destination,
rewriting the book for 21st century public libraries.
Birmingham-based arts producers Capsule have been
appointed to curate the opening festival season of cultural
events that will run from 3rd September through to
December 2013. Capsule will produce a dynamic mix of
events, activities, exhibitions, projects and performances
for residents of and visitors to Birmingham on the theme
of Discovery.
This will be an event of international ambition, including
speakers, panel discussions, workshops and a fair, selling
books, prints and art work from an international selection
of independent publishers, printworks, artists and
organisations. The event aims to showcase and celebrate the
very best in independent publishing, artist books and zines.
The cost of taking up a stall is £60 for two days.
If you would like to take up a stall, or find out more about
Volume and the Library of Birmingham opening season
curated by Capsule please contact Sarah Lafford
sarah@capsule.org.uk
Funding for students!
Last year, Sponsorcraft helped over 50 students raise funds
for their degree shows, and many more for other creative
projects. https://sponsorcraft.com
We’ve just produced a fantastic fundraising guide to help
students gain maximum benefit from crowdfunding:
http://spsr.me/crowdfunding-handbook
Call for Submissions - 4th Sheffield International Artist’s
Book Prize and Exhibition
The Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize is a biennial,
open submission exhibition, which takes place in Sheffield,
during the months of October and November.

Vegetable dyed Lokta paper

The Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize and
Exhibition is open to makers of artists’ books in any
format and from anywhere in the world. This year’s prize is
supported using public funding by Arts Council England
and sponsored by the Open College of the Arts.
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Call for Entries - By the Book
An exhibition of illustration and book art
1st August – 12th October 2013
Hawthorn Gallery, Blandford Forum, Dorset, UK
Hawthorn Gallery would like to invite artists and
craftspeople to participate in our next show ‘By the Book’
An exhibition of Illustration and Book Art.
This is an open invitation for craftspeople, artists and
illustrators whose work uses books or illustration either
as a material, inspiration or both. We are looking for both
3D and 2D pieces and all work will be for sale.
To apply, please complete the application form at
http://www.hawthorncraft.co.uk and return this along with
6 clear images of your current work (no more than 1mb
each) to Stephanie at info@hawthorncraft.co.uk.
Closing date for applications 5pm Friday 7th June 2013.
http://www.hawthorncraft.co.uk/news.html

CALL FOR ENTRIES - Rabley Drawing Centre

• The prize is FREE TO ENTER.
• ALL BOOKS submitted for the Prize will feature in the
Exhibition.
• PRIZE MONEY of £2000 (US$3000) will be awarded in
2013 and there will be a minimum of four Prize winners.

The SKETCH 2013 Open Sketchbook Drawing Prize and
exhibition of artists’ sketchbooks promotes the diversity
and importance of drawing and the role of the sketchbook
in contemporary fine art practice. Sketchbooks will be
selected for a national touring exhibition through open
submission from artists and students of art, resident or
domiciled in the UK.

The main Exhibition Prize is decided by visitors to the
exhibition, who are asked to vote for their favourite entry.
All books entered for the Prize will be displayed in the
Exhibition in October/November 2013. In addition to the
Exhibition Prize, this year we will offer several additional
prizes, including a Student Prize and Special Jury Prize.
This year’s jury is headed up by Elizabeth James, Senior
Librarian, National Art Library Collections, V&A Museum,
London. Prizes are made up of cash and an offer of a solo
exhibition in Sheffield in 2014.
Closing date for entries: 31st July 2013
Exhibition dates: 5th October - 30th November, 2013
For further information visit the website
http://artistsbookprize.co.uk where you can find
entry forms, rules and further information about the venue,
exhibition and submission procedure. Please address any
enquiries to bookprize@bankstreetarts.com
Please note: submissions will not be accepted without a
completed Entry Form which can only be obtained from
the website or by e-mail.
The Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize is hosted
and organised by Bank Street Arts in Sheffield. Bank Street
Arts is an independent, cross-disciplinary arts centre and a
registered charity.
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“The sketchbook is the most intimate creative form, it
is the space where our ideas first become concrete and
echoes of our ideas unravel a space for thought. For some
contemporary artists this intimate form is the ‘work’, for
others it is a place to record and hold information. For most
it is the hinterland between the genesis of an idea and ‘the
making” Meryl Ainslie.
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£5000 WORTH OF PRIZES:
Rabley Fine Art Print Editioning Prize - The selected artist
will be invited to work in collaboration with Rabley Press to
publish a limited edition fine art print.
Exhibition Prize - The selected artist will be offered a solo
exhibition. Student Prizes, Further prizes.
EXHIBITION DATES:
We are pleased to confirm the following two exhibitions of
selected sketchbooks. Further dates to be confirmed.
RABLEY DRAWING CENTRE
16 September – 12 October 2013
special opening and Prize-giving: 14 September 2013
PLYMOUTH COLLEGE OF ART
17 March - 22 April 2014
All information and online submission at:
http://www.rableydrawingcentre.com/sketch-2013.html
SUBMISSIONS DEADLINE 21st JUNE
2013 is the fifth year of Pushing Print!
Each year we organise an open submission print exhibition
and alongside this we run a programme of talks and
workshops. The event takes place in October each year in
Margate.
Pushing Print Aims:
- to raise awareness of the quality and diversity of print as a
Fine Art medium
- to promote the work of both local and national and
international printmakers and those whose work encounters
print
- to provide artists with the opportunity to exhibit, sell and
reach new audiences
- to provide an opportunity for as wide a range of people
as possible to participate in and engage with print related
activities
- to raise awareness of Creative Margate
- to develop Pushing Print as an annual event
Talks and Workshops - Artists’ Books
Alongside the open submission exhibition each year we
run a programme of talks and workshops and this year the
theme for these will be artists’ books.
We are looking for ideas and proposals from book artists/
printmakers who may be interested in participating in any
of these. Ideas could be for practical workshops, talks about
the artist book and its place in your practice, professional
development, starting points for work, pricing.
If you have any other ideas and would like to find out
more please contact us- we would love to hear from you
soon. We are also proposing to run a book fair at the
same time.
Contact: Letitia Tunstall, Education Officer
Pushing Print. Tel: 01732 822356
tishtunstall@aol.com
www.pushingprint.co.uk

Call for entries from artists who are working in New
England or New York to submit works for UNBOUND
III, the 3rd annual juried exhibit of unique works of art
using ‘the book” as a material or format.
Presented by ArtisTree Gallery and Pentangle Arts Council,
in conjunction with Bookstock Festival in Woodstock, VT,
USA. Open to all 2D and 3D, installation, and assemblage
artists who are working in New England or New York.
Cash Prizes. ENTRY DEADLINE: JUNE 15, 2013.
Prospectus and details: www.artistreevt.org/gallery
ARTISAN BOOKS - 8th Annual Artist’s Book Exhibition
The Exhibition will be held at Artisan Books, 159 Gertrude
Street, Fitzroy, from 14th September - 12th October 2013.
Exhibitors may submit 1 book. Entry fee: AUD $25
Deadline for all entries: August 31st, 2013
159 Gertrude St, Fitzroy, Victoria, 3065, Australia
artisan@alphalink.com.au www.artisan.com.au
23 Sandy Gallery - Call for Entries: EcoEditions
23 Sandy Gallery, a book arts gallery in Portland, Oregon,
USA, invites you to start thinking about new work for
EcoEditions. Can artists’ books raise consciousness, create
awareness or change the world? Let’s use our powers
as stewards of the earth to report on the state of our
environment, ecology, sustainability, pollution, climate,
recycling and our planet in general. This show is open
to unique and limited edition artists’ books, broadsides,
zines, sculptural bookworks and more. EcoEditions will
juried by Cara List, the Art and Art History Librarian at the
University of Oregon Architecture and Allied Arts Library.
Submission Period Opens July 9, 2013 - Deadline for
entries: Saturday, September 7, 2013 at Midnight.
A full prospectus and more information can be found here:
http://www.23sandy.com/ecoeditions/callforentries.html
Studio Membership at the London Centre for Book Arts
We are happy to announce that we are launching studio
membership at LCBA now. There are currently three types
of membership to choose from:
• Full Studio Membership, includes access to all printing,
bookbinding and print finishing equipment
• Day Membership, project-based daily access to all
printing, bookbinding and print finishing equipment
• Bindery Membership, includes access to bindery
equipment, nipping presses, board shear and blocking
presses.
Read more about studio membership and download
an application form at: https://www.dropbox.com/s/
as04kcrzff1syi2/LCBA%20Membership%20Application.pdf
You can also stop by the Centre during open hours and pick
up a copy. We have exciting programmes in the works for
the upcoming season, including shows, editions, and many
more new workshops. Stay up-to-date and follow us on
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Facebook, Twitter: @londonbookarts, or at
http://londonbookarts.tumblr.com
We’ve quite a few upcoming workshops.
You can book a spot on any of our workshops by visiting:
http://londonbookarts.eventbrite.co.uk where you can find
the complete and most recent listing of workshops.
Grant for research in fine binding
The Atelier du Livre de Mariemont, sponsored by the
department for fine arts of the ministry for the French
community, offers a grant for further research within the
field of fine binding. Every three years there will be funding
available for a research project concerning new aesthetic
approaches in bookbinding, its techniques, function,
concept, theory and practice. The person who will receive
the grant is required to present the development of their
research every four months, in person, to the committee,
including practical results as well as a written report. These
meetings will take place in the Musée royal de Mariemont
(Belgium).
Procedure: Duration of research:
1 September 2013 – 31 December 2014
Application entry deadline: 15th June 2013
The application consists of:
- a personal CV, detailing the studies and training,
exhibitions, competitions…
- a documentation of past work and projects
- concept of the proposed research and specifications on
planned realisation.
The application must be presented in French and may not
exceed 10 pages A4.

ANIMATED TYPE - Call is for submissions
A Showcase of Letterpress-printed Animation
Organised by Marilyn Zornado and Barb Tetenbaum of
Portland, OR, USA.
This call is for submissions of any form of animation created
using letterpress printing. This may include short films, flip
books, zoetropes, thaumatropes, praxinascopes, retroscopes.
etc. Award categories, venues for screenings and exhibition,
etc. will be posted on the website later this year.
Deadline: December 1, 2013
Entry form and further information can be found at:
www.marilynz.com

ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & CONFERENCES
8th Moscow International Artist’s Book Fair
Central House of Artists, Moscow, Russia
7th - 9th June 2013
Curator: Mikhail Pogarsky
The fair takes place in the most famous exhibition hall
of Moscow and is covered by mass media: newspapers,
magazines, radio, TV and the Internet. The Artist’s Book
Fair is shown alongside the large Moscow International
Open Book Festival. Many countries will be taking part in
the Fair. A special Russian-Netherlands project “Wine and
Dreams of Art” will also be shown at the fair.
Contact: Mikhail Pogarsky, Curator of the Fair
Email: pogarsky@yandex.ru / www.pogarsky.ru
Post: Russia, 143400, Krasnogorsk, ul. Lenina, 31-32

The jury (Sün Evrard, Pierre-Jean Foulon, André Lamblin,
Jacqueline Liekens and Michel Wittock) will examine each
application. Their decision cannot be contested.
The jury reserves the right not to give out the grant if none
of the projects seems interesting. The results of the research
project will be prepared for publication by the applicant.
The publishing and the exhibition of the results shall be held
in and organised by l’Atelier du Livre de Mariemont.
The stipend is 8000 Euro and paid in four instalments
(30% in September 2013, 30% in January 2014, 30% in
June 2014, 10% at conclusion of project). It includes
everything connected to the research (material, equipment,
travel). Participation is open for all residents within the
EU (including Switzerland), professionals and self-taught.
Board members of l’Atelier du Livre de Mariemont cannot
apply.
Coordination and contact:
Atelier du Livre de Mariemont
c/o Musée royal de Mariemont
Chaussée de Mariemont, 100
7140 Morlanwelz Belgium
Nadia Corazzini 0032 (0)64 27 37 00
nadia.corazzini@musee-mariemont.be
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Copeland will be back from 18-21 July 2013, at Bold
Tendencies. http://www.copelandbookmarket.com
MCBA Book Art Biennial
Directed: the intersection of book, film and visual narrative
27th - 28th July 2013
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, Minneapolis, USA
Through workshops, lectures, panel conversations, film
screenings and exhibitions, MCBA’s Book Art Biennial
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invites artists, educators, curators and scholars to explore
current issues in contemporary artists’ books.
This year’s Biennial programming explores in depth the
common threads between book art and film. Historically as
well as in contemporary practice, artists blur and perforate
the boundaries between these two disciplines, both of
which are time-based and grounded in sequential visual
communication.
From examinations of contemporary innovations in visual
narrative to the influence of classic filmmaking on midcentury book design, the 2013 Symposium will continue a
tradition of stimulating critical thinking and dialogue.

ARTIST’S BOOK FAIR AT BALTIC
Friday 14th & Saturday 15th June 2013
10.00-18.00 / Level 1 / FREE
This two-day event at BALTIC Centre for Contemporary
Art, Gateshead, UK showcases artists’ books from national
and regional makers, with opportunities for visitors to
purchase artwork and take part in hands on book making
activities, as part of The Festival of the North East.
Public admission to the Artist’s Book Fair is free.
Workshops £27.00 / £22.00 concessions
Booking for workshops is essential. Book online at
balticmill.eventbrite.co.uk

Full information and booking online at:
http://www.mnbookarts.org/events/bookartbiennial.html

balticmill.com
fabulousbooksfantasticplaces.wordpress.com

Self-publishing Fair - Saturday 27th July
QUAD, Derby, UK
QUAD presents a one-day event celebrating independent
self-publishing. Featuring an eclectic mix of self published
material to discover and buy, from independently produced
music, print and digital material. Come and take part in
our free drop-in workshops throughout the day and then
cap the day off at O.S.T an evening of music themed around
independent publishing hosted by DJ Flatbush City Limits
from 7pm in the QUAD Café Bar.

The London Art Book Fair 2013
Whitechapel Gallery, Admission Free
13th – 15th September 2013
Opening Night: 12th September 2013, 6–9pm
The London Art Book Fair returns to the Whitechapel
Gallery for its fifth year from 13–15 September 2013.
The UK’s largest art book event will present over 80
exhibitors from around the world and showcase the latest
contemporary art publications.
Whitechapel Gallery, 77–82 Whitechapel High Street,
London E1 7QX. Nearest London Underground Station:
Aldgate East, Liverpool Street, Tower Gateway DLR.
T + 44 (0)20 7522 7888 info@whitechapelgallery.org
londonartbookfair.org

INTERNET NEWS

Crowdfunder will be giving a presentation about using the
growing phenomenon of crowd funding to successfully
finance your project, then speak directly to them in a 20
min surgery slot.
Footprinters Workers Co-op (ww.footprinters.co.uk) will be
bringing their colour Risograph to produce a zine in a day.
A free zine making stall is being run by FORMAT’13
volunteer Peter Selway, make an 8 page zine from an A4
sheet of paper, take home 5 colour copies for £2.
QUAD
Market Place, Cathedral Quarter, Derby DE1 3AS, UK
www.derbyquad.co.uk/special-event/self-publishing-fair

From Benjamin Elbel: I’d like to share my new website:
www.elbel-libro.com where you’ll find galleries of my work,
a list of workshops I teach (including my online course
offer), my online shop and a video showing how to fold a
concertina. For more information follow me on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Benjamin-Elbel-Bookbin
der/290219391109054?fref=ts
Artists’ books and works by Rodrigo Arteaga
http://rodrigoarteagaabarca.wix.com/rodrigoarteaga
Carmencho Arregui’s website - www.outofbinding.com has been updated to be also work with tablets and mobile
phones. Some pages look different and there are new
image galleries to see. These are the pages that have been
refreshed: Home, index, Carmencho’s work and writings,
Crossed structure binding (8 pages), Cutting the straps,
CSB sewings, A sewing frame, Download CSB, Quick and
Easy, Almost alla veneziana, The label binding, Spines 1,
2, 3, Mandala drawing and Links. Plus Tomorrow’s Past
introduction.
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The new galleries are:
• Tomorrow’s Past
exhibitions.
• 1992 Crossed Structure
Binding.
• Crossed Structure
Binding collage.
• Paper bindings on old
books.
• A book of old paper
scraps.
• Mandala drawing

Mónica Goldstein has made a video of her bookworks
which can be viewed at: http://vimeo.com/63004317
Clare Bryan has a new website with her paper works, books
and workshops: http://cargocollective.com/clarebryan
Some Small, Good Things, a collaborative video for
World Book Night 2013
Those who follow our artist’s book-related antics at the
Centre for Fine Print Research will know that each year a
group of us collaborates on a tribute event for World Book
Night. This year’s World Book Night fell on Tuesday 23rd
April 2013, just two days after our Bristol Artist’s Book
Event (BABE) at Arnolfini so we all planned on keeping
it simple. Our tribute this year was to Raymond Carver’s
collection of stories Cathedral (1983), some of which were
used as the basis for Robert Altman’s film Short Cuts (1993).
In particular we chose the story A Small, Good Thing as the
starting point for this year’s collaboration. An open call in
the BAN and on our website invited people to do a small,
good thing, write it out and send it to us.

All contributions were received by midnight on 22nd April.
On World Book Night we made a low-fi, video in a very
homemade style of the original film clip for Bob Dylan’s
Subterranean Homesick Blues, using those small, good
things. The music was written and played by Simon Butler
and Simon Smith.
Some Small, Good Things contributors:
Anonymous (quite a few), Craig Atkinson, Annabelle
Barton, John Bently, Sarah Bodman, Phil Bowden, Angie
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Butler, Simon Butler, Arthur Buxton, Nancy Campbell,
Anna Corbett, Lilla Duignan, Su Fahy, Hazel Grainger,
Charlotte Hall, Paul Laidler, Teri Makassih, Imi Maufe,
Natalie McGrorty, Allil Nangi-Ud, Anne On, Jeff Rathermel,
Gwen Simpson, Simon Smith, Tom Sowden, Tracy Stanton,
David Sully, Gail Sully, Tribe, Barrie Tullett, Elizabeth
Willow, Mark Wingrave, Philippa Wood.
Special thanks to Simon Butler and Simon Smith for the
original soundtrack.
Some Small, Good Things. Our collaborative video for
World Book Night, can also be viewed at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/13smallgt.htm (where you
can also download a DIY print and assemble: small, good
zine) and at: http://youtu.be/sOueWbr3zBQ
NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS
New titles from Café Royal Books:

Britannia Coco-nut Dancers
David Levenson
2013, 28 pages, 14cm x 20cm, b/w digital. Numbered edition
of 150, £5.00. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.php/
shop/britannia-coco-nut-dancers/

East End Panoramas
Tony Hall
Tony Hall (12.11.36 – 21.2.08) studied painting at the
Royal College of Art. After getting his degree he earned
his living as a portrait painter, but soon decided he didn’t
want to continue doing one-off original paintings that only
the affluent could afford. Instead he worked as a graphic
designer, illustrator and political cartoonist. In the early
60s he moved from Ealing, where he had been brought
up, to Hackney, where he spent the rest of his life. He
loved the East End, and for a time during the 60s used to
spend his days off from Fleet Street roaming around taking
photographs (often making his way from pub to pub).
For a retrospective exhibition of his photographs at the
Hackney Museum in 2011, I came up with the title
‘Through an Affectionate Lens’. I think that described well
the way Tony saw the East End. Libby Hall
More of Tony’s photographs can be seen at
www.spitalfieldslife.com
The ‘Tony Hall Collection’ of photographs is held at
Bishopsgate Institute www.bishopsgate.org.uk
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2013, 28 pages, 14cm x 20cm, b/w digital. Numbered
edition of 100. Published with the help of Libby Hall and
the Bishopsgate Institute. £5.00 http://www.caferoyalbooks.
com/index.php/shop/east-end-panoramas/
The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books
Volume 7 No 2, is out now!

Responding to the oldest inhabited house in Scotland,
and its contents, this manuscript book echoes the small
devotional books in the library at Traquair. In its dialogue
with both house and reader, this contemporary manuscript
calls forth the histories of the house and the book in a
fashion that reclaims their importance for the 21st century.
Emma Powell explores the development of we love
your books – a book arts collaboration that held its first
exhibition in 2005. The article charts the eight exhibitions
that have been held: Meeting in the Middle; Full Circle /
Random Journey; ABC; re: closure; (e)motive; Crop and
minute. This is integrated with a discussion of the work of
twelve book artists who have exhibited with we love your
books. The book-work of Melanie Bush and Emma Powell,
co-founders of we love your books, is then explored and the
article concludes with a summary and a Call For Entries.
Jim Butler explores printmaking and the artist’s book.
While the rise to prominence of printed multiples opens
up new possibilities, it presents particular problems for
the printmaker, especially those working with non-digital
media. This is due in no small measure to the economics
of the artist’s book. The development of the concept of
an original limited edition print in the late 19th century
established an artistic and economic framework for artist
printmakers which is still largely valid today. The article
considers how this framework might apply to artist
printmakers working in book form.

Essays include:
A history of alternative publishing reflecting the evolution
of print. An edited extract from Chapter 2 of a new book by
Alessandro Ludovico, offers an analysis of the strategic use
of print, by avant-garde artistic movements throughout the
20th century, as well as in the context of the underground
press from the 1950s through the 1980s, and finally in light
of the most recent developments in underground publishing
(such as the production of technically perfect ‘fakes’ made
possible through digital technology).
Beth Williamson in conversation with Helen Douglas,
explores Douglas’s Traquair House, a bookwork
commissioned in 2012 as part of Reflective Histories:
Contemporary Art Interventions at Traquair House.

Artists’ pages by: Ellen Golla, Alexander Mouton, Benedict
Phillips, Aymee Smith and Daniel Speight.
Cover design by Tom Sowden.
Subscribe today! The journal is published in two formats:
an electronic colour version to be accessed at any time
online, and a paper, black and white version.
Subscription covers both formats at £10 GBP per annum
including UK or international postage.
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm
The Research Centre for Artists’ Publications, is proud to
announce the launch of the new online magazine of the
Research Association for Artists’ Publications: setup4
Contributions to the first issue:
Annette Gilbert: Pageworks – Sheetworks
Mona Schieren: Lines in Writings and Drawings
Michael Glasmeier: Handlung und Materie
Anne Thurmann-Jajes:
Robert Rehfeldt and Ruth Wolf-Rehfeldt
Sabine Hänsgen: Medien der Dokumentation
Guy Schraenen: Essay on Art History
Thomas Deecke: James Lee Byars
Christiane Böhm, betreut von Kornelia Röder:
Das Buch im Wandel der Zeit
Archive Review- Wolfgang Schlott: Kunstsammlung Klaus
Groh. Reviews - Wolfgang Schlott: Zeitgenössische Künstler
aus Polen und Russland

Helen Douglas, Traquair House
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Editor in Chief: Dr. Anne Thurmann-Jajes
www.setup4.org
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Voyages (en train)
Amandine Nabarra-Piomelli
-Edition of 4 and 1 APFar from the Californian experience of long car trips to
which I had grown accustomed, I rediscovered the joys and
constraints of European public transportation. It was during
one of my many trips from Genoa to Milan and Genoa to
Turin that this project was born.

Common People
Published by Museums Press
with good friends Bronze Age Editions
Common People is a new compilation style boxed-set
containing one hundred one-sheet zines by one hundred
artists from all over the world. Available at:
http://museumspress.goodpressgallery.co.uk/index.php?/
museums-press/mz-018-common-people/
codex: between this and that
Egidija Čiricaitė, George Cullen and Chris Gibson
codex: between this and that book is the result of an arts
project by Collective Investigations, set up by Egidija
Čiricaitė, George Cullen and Chris Gibson as a platform
to expand discourse on the idea of the book through
investigation into codex, as its dominant form.

I had taken some photographs and very quickly realized
that my pictures were out of sync with the landscape going
by the train window. In my memory I had retained a
combination of many fragments of images, a phenomenon
Benjamin Gastineau called “synthetic glance” and Aldous
Huxley defined as “global vision”.

To indicate how fast things were moving I had to call upon
the blur of the moving object, as well as typical visual
accidents: reflections in the windows, interference from
trees, etc. Also, the slow exposure added an unforeseen
element to the project, an interplay in which “chance” often
determines the image’s framing. After much back-and-forth,
a photographic sequence took form where the landscapes’
details disappeared into a blur and form dissolved into color.
All that remained was to simulate the train’s movement as
well as the fragmentation of the images. The final form of
this enterprise is a book of 4 photographs divided in half,
with each half mounted on sliding aluminum panels, which,
once opened, make a metal “click” as if the images where
sliding on a rail.
In retrospect, what remains of a train trip?
“Fugitive impressions” wrote J. Jongkind or “visual states”,
according to Degas. “Travels (by Train)” is an attempt to
answer this question by suggesting an original and evershifting visual approach.
http://anpfotos.com/work/voyages-en-train-artists-book/
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codex: between this and that comes as a set of a hardback
book and three supplements.

The hardback is a compendium of thoughts, opinions
and ideas that book as a codex represents through the
many contexts of its existence. The publication contains
contributions in the form of essays, poems and images from
Mark Cockram, Les Bicknell, Riccardo Boglione, Michelle
Brown, Paul Coldwell, Ali van Dam, Janine Harrington,
Susan Johanknecht, Sharon Kivland, Pauline Lamont-Fisher,
Richard Price, Stevie Ronnie, Erin K. Schmidt and Abi
Thomas.
The three supplements to the book are individual visual
essays by Egidija Čiricaitė, George Cullen and Chris Gibson
titled codex: between one hand and another.
codex: between this and that (as a full set or visual essays
only) can be bought from Collective Investigations
bookshop for £30 (full set) £10 (visual essays) at:
http://collectiveinvestigations.tumblr.com/bookshop or
bookartbookshop in London.
A new Polaroid book from Redfoxpress:
D O W N T O W N - L. A.
Limited handbound edition with 1 original Polaroid.
Photographs taken by Franticham in Los Angeles in
February 2013 with various SX-70 and SLR680 Polaroid
cameras from the seventies, and using PX 70 and PX 680
Color Protection from the Impossible Project.

60 pages, 15x21 cm. Laser printing (OKI) on superfine 118
gr. Mohawk. Hand bound limited signed edition of 169
copies. Each copy has an original polaroid on the cover.
50 Euros / 70 US $ / 43 UK Pds. You can order by email at
info@redfoxpress.com or with Paypal:
http://www.redfoxpress.com/polaroidLA.html

As inclination directs
Gracia Haby & Louise Jennison
Gracia and Louise’s newest collaborative artists’ book,
As inclination directs is ready and awaiting your closer
inspection. The stroll is first and foremost what this work
salutes and as such is full of characters sauntering,
dawdling, meandering, rambling, traipsing. The setting
is “Paris by the sea” but one can never be too sure.
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We are excited to announce that editions of this artist’s
book will soon be arriving at the State Libraries of NSW
and Victoria. We are delighted to be a part, however small,
in both libraries collections of artists’ books. 2013. 8 page
concertina artists’ book, single-colour lithographic offset
print featuring collage and pencil. Printed by Redwood
Prints. Edition of 10. If you would like to purchase a copy
of this artists’ book, please email us at: hi@gracialouise.com
http://gracialouise.com/inclination
Genova to Johannesburg (Johannesburg to Genova)
Gracia Haby
This zine includes 17 pages reproduced from the artist’s
book Before all colour faded (Ricordo di Genova) and seven
pages reproduced from the artists book In search of a time
the heart does not recall (Souvenir of Johannesburg) (2009).

Both artists’ books were exhibited as part of A key to
help make your own world visible (2009), and our tale
set in Johannesburg was also exhibited as part of By This
Unwinking Night (2012).
2013. Digital print zine. Edition of 80A 10.5 x 15 cm,
24-page full-colour and B&W zine (with postcard collages
front and back) with peppermint cover card and a bright
green spine. This zine is a bound tête-bêche (from the
French meaning “head-to-toe”, and also referred to as
upside-down or reversible binding). You can begin your
journey in Genova or Johannesburg. It’s up to you. More
information: http://gracialouise.com/genova
http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zine-genova
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The Second Iteration of The New Manifesto of the
NewLights Press is now officially out and available for
purchase

From the actual text:
[…] Now that the book is dead we can begin to divide
up its remains. There is much work to be done. They
used to say that the function of the book was to transmit
information. Now they say that books are no longer the best
way to do that, that computers and their strange, wireless
spawn are the best way. They are right: a handheld device
that can access any text from any place does a better job
of delivering information. They are wrong: books and the
writing-designing-printing-binding-distributing-reading of
them have never been solely about delivering &or receiving
information. They would also have you believe that you are,
first and foremost, a consumer…

Language of Drawing
Anna Sheridan
‘Language of Drawing’ instructs the reader to take part in an
investigation into drawing processes. The booklet outlines
several tasks using different ways to draw, focusing on the
process rather than the final outcome.

A booklet challenging the traditional process of drawing.
Edition of 30, 2013, Nottingham Trent University. For more
information visit: annasheridan.wordpress.com

Some Small, Good Things, a collaborative video and zine
for World Book Night 2013
Our tribute this year was to Raymond Carver’s collection
of stories Cathedral (1983), some of which were used as
the basis for Robert Altman’s film Short Cuts (1993). In
particular we chose the story A Small, Good Thing as the
starting point for this year’s collaboration. An open call via
the BAN and our bookarts website invited people to do a
small, good thing, write it out and send it to us.

The New Manifesto of the NewLights Press (second iteration)
20 pages, saddle-stapled, 6.5” x 5.5” (closed)
Letterpress printed from photopolymer plates and
collagraph. Unlimited, iterative edition. 2013
$5 (plus shipping). You can view images, read more of the
text, and order the book via PayPal here:
http://newlightspress.blogspot.co.uk/2013/04/the-newmanifesto-of-newlights-press.html#.UZZrfoKt7RZ
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Some Small, Good Things, the zine. Download a PDF file
to print out and assemble your own copy of the zine of the
small, good things people did, there’s also a space for you to
add your own small, good thing, which will make your copy
unique. http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/13smallgt.htm

REPORTS & REVIEWS

Two artists’ books by Mark Wingrave
Mark Wingrave, a painter living in Melbourne, Australia,
makes books which combine poetry and abstraction.

Artists’ Book Cornucopia IV is on view until June 8, 2013
The online catalog will remain on view indefinitely:
http://bit.ly/14nIlY4

A review of the Artists’ Book Cornucopia IV exhibition
at Abecedarian Gallery, Denver, USA
Karen Jones

As a regular visitor to Abecedarian, I’m used to spending
time exploring and learning about the many aspects of book
art that the gallery offers. It was easy to spend a couple of
hours immersed in the current exhibit, Cornucopia IV - a
great pleasure to touch (especially the cashmere!) and
manipulate each piece to see what would be revealed. It’s a
bit harder to absorb a show with the intention of reviewing
it, but I’m grateful for a reason to be a more careful observer.

To Paul Celan, 2012, 14 x 9 cm Handmade book, paint
swatches and pencil (above). To Paul Celan is currently
showing at the Libris Awards in Mackay, Australia.

It is very obvious that the annual Cornucopia exhibits have
grown since the first one held in 2009. “Cornucopia” may
have been a title chosen with hopeful optimism and that
confidence has been surely justified. This year’s juror, Mary
Murphy, Visual Resources Librarian at Savannah College
of Art and Design in Atlanta, Georgia, selected 50 works
from nearly 200 entries, including works from throughout
the USA as well as from Canada, Australia, the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom. Some the artists are familiar to
me, and it is great to see their latest projects. Others are
emerging artists, new to me; many (in both categories)
exhibited compelling, well-executed work.
Almost every structural category of the book arts is
represented: codex, including pop-ups, dos a dos; flag,
accordion, star, carousel, triangle, map-fold and tunnel
structures; as well as the scroll and sculptural forms,
including paper blocks. A reach for me is the piece by Erin
Paulson. This work consists of a series of small abstracted
fragments, embroidered and stuffed into a series of small
containers (like small pillows) scattered across a flat
support. I’d welcome a conversation with the artist and/
or juror to discover the sequential narrative or essence of
bookness there.

Fragments from Gennady Aygi, 2013. A5, inkjet print.
Edition of 10 (above). Fragments from Gennady Aygi, 2013
is part of a series the artist has been working on from his
translations of Gennady Aygi’s poetry. This book will be
on show during the Impact 8 International conference in
Dundee, Scotland later in the year.
Images of Mark Wingrave’s books and paintings can be
viewed at: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/di1oofsstn6q0f5/
EXc6UNvnXt
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The tactile treats are bountiful for those of us who love to
touch; a variety of papers, the impression of letterpress on
both hard and soft papers; a variety of materials used as
covering, ranging from the traditional cloths and papers,
parchment, the previously mentioned cashmere - which I’m
sure must be the most petted piece in the show (Servane
Briand’s de´chirures), to found objects. For instance, Merike
van Zanten uses a small letter box cover to contain her
homage to the correspondence of an affianced couple.
The acrylic coated canvas of Beata Wehr’s, Blue book about
the past supports metal objects affixed with stitches; also
compelling in its abstraction.
Compelling content made me linger. I was struck by the
number of works driven by strong emotion: the impulse to
honor a loved one, to commemorate a personal experience/
relationship or to speak out against injustice.
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Don’t ignore a closed text block in its case, even if it’s under
glass. I was so rewarded for making the effort of opening
the entries by C&C Press; lined notepaper (in letterpress!)
honouring poet Morton Marcus in his own hand (via
polymer plate?) and also set in letterpress. The exposed
spine sewing of IN THE FACE OF IT, reveals the printed
title by adjusting the registration of the print on the outer
folds of each signature.

morph like an exquisite corpse due to the variation in page
size and shape and as well as their pleating; a very deliberate
and thoughtful piece.
If you can get to Denver, plan a stop at Abecedarian.
The catalogue is fine, but it’s no substitute for the pleasures
of sensory and intellectual stimulation you’ll find by
immersing yourself in this exhibition.
Karen Jones
Book and paper conservator in private practice
Abecedarian Gallery
910 Santa Fe Dr, #101, Denver, CO 80204 USA
Tel: 720.282.4052 or 303.340.2110
www.abecedariangallery.com
Hours: 1-6pm Thursday & Friday, noon to 4pm Saturday

C & C Press, That’s What You Write About - Give & Take

Memories of Egypt winner of the Gallery Director’s
Exhibition Award. Alicia Bailey – Director, Abecedarian
Gallery, Denver, Colorado.
This year’s Gallery Director’s Exhibition Award for the
Photo Book Works exhibit is awarded to Amandine
Nabarra-Piomelli. Amandine’s work will be featured in a
solo exhibition in the gallery’s Reading Room in 2014.
http://anpfotos.com/winner-gallery-directors-exhibitionaward/
http://abecedariangallery.wordpress.com/2013/04/14/photobook-works-exhibition-award-amandine-nabarra-piomelli/

STOP PRESS!

Louisa Boyd, Stardust

Several pieces drew me back to enjoy them again, each for a
different reason:
Fond, by Sarah Bryant (the Juror Choice Purchase
Award recipient), is simple, elegant and witty, as well as
demonstrating impeccable craft.
Jessica Spring’s simple accordion in a matchbook cover
holds An Inflammatory Guide: Banned & Challenged Books
You Should Read. I hope hundreds were printed and that
they are distributed widely. Where can I get one?
Memories Unfolded by Sun Young Kang features delicate
cut-outs enhanced by the subtle shadows created by its
structure.
Call a Wrecking Ball to Make a Window by Shana Agid links
personal testimony and a map of NYC to create unique
intersections between the two.
Barbara Milman’s Unnatural Histories #33, holds a
3-dimensional sea in an altered cigar box.
Kimbery Maher’s Crooked is a clever homage to nursery
rhymes with sweet pop-ups in shades of blue using pochoir.
Sammy Lee’s Three Willows Bindery is most fascinating to
me. The text consists of colour photographic images that
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Elektra KB
There Are Women at the Gates Seeking a New World...
BravinLee progams, New York
Until 28th June 2013
BravinLee programs is pleased to present an exhibition in
the gallery’s project room by Elektra KB of new works on
paper, photography, and a selection of cloth pages of her 20
page, hand-sewn artist’s book.
The pages of the book, each a sewn and embroidered felt
collage, depict guerilla warfare in a mythological, semiautobiographical world parallel to ours: a female rebel army
revolting against the forces of a tyrannical police state. The
women are Primitivist and often uniformed and weaponised
- most wear only short petticoats and veils or ominous
Balaklava. They pose brazenly with machine guns and
chainsaws in photo ops, but Elektra KB has rendered these
weapons more like toys, and according to her rule-set for
this alternative world, they shoot rays of light not ammo.  
As in Anthony Burgess’ “A Clockwork Orange,” Elektra
KB’s world subsists on a complex play of invented language
and iconography; however, her protagonists are righteous.
“The Cathara Insurgent Women”—dancing warriors,
rebels, heretics—fight against the shadowy forces of “The
Theocratic Republic of Gaia”. The Insurgents call to mind

simultaneously today’s feminists and activists like Susana
Chavez, Medieval heretics, and the Aztecs in the era of
Spanish conquest.  
Throughout the pages of the book, shadows leak and flow
together representing the forces of Neo-colonization: mass
scale and conspiratorial violence and murder, repression
of free speech, and the oppression and alienation of
women. Threads hang loosely from these shadows and war
iconography, representing catharsis, repression, Barbarism,
and physical emancipation à la Freud’s Death Drive.  
The title of the show is a modification of text, “There are
men at the gates seeking a new world,” extracted from an
essay in the first issue of a magazine produced by the late
1960s art group Black Mask (later Up Against the Wall
Motherfuckers). The group, formed by painter Ben Morea
and poet Dan Georgakas, declared that revolutionary art
should be an integral part of life, as in primitive society, and
not an appendage to wealth.
Elektra KB is a graduate of the School of Visual Arts
(2012). In 2013, her work has been exhibited in the group
exhibitions “All The Best People” at 1 to 1 Gallery, New
York, reviewed in Artforum (March 2013) by Carolyn Busta,
and “Changing the World Through Art” at Marianne Boesky
Gallery, New York. She will also have a solo exhibition
in New York at Allegra LaViola Gallery, “The Cathara
Insurgent Women vs. The Theocratic Republic of Gaia
Beings,” opening May 29th, 2013, and a monograph of her
work published by Tangled Wilderness/Combustion Books
is due soon.
526 West 26th Street #211, New York, NY 10001, USA
www.bravinlee.com
A Book About Death Australia
A Book of Death Australia is the 27th international mail art
exhibition of A Book About Death. The first 2009 New York
exhibition was instigated by Paris-based artist Matthew
Rose to commemorate US mail artist Ray Johnson in which
500 artists submitted 500 postcards on the theme of death.
These were then collected to form an unbound book about
death.

Hook Elementary School massacre, Newtown USA in 2012
where 28 people were killed including the gunman and his
mother.
Exhibition dates October 19- November 24, 2013 at
Tweed River Art Gallery, Murwillumbah , NSW Australia.
Submission details at: http://abadaustralia.blogspot.com.au
Hot Bed Press announces its latest course programme,
due to run over those balmy summer months we
all anticipate. Our courses range through photo
screenprinting, waterless lithography, large scale etching
with steel, tabletop textiles and many more besides,
including:

Australian artists Heather Matthew and Julie Barratt curate
this new exhibition comprising works created specifically
for Australia. In addition to new solicitations of mail art
on the subject of death, an archive set of the original NYC
exhibition, including specially produced exhibition posters
from 2009 will also be displayed.
Artists are invited to submit postcard size artworks on the
theme of death. All artwork must have the words “A Book
About Death” in any language on the front of a standard
postcard size 10 cm x 15 cm (4”x6”).
Entry is free. More than one entry accepted.
Entries close 20th September, 2013.
The image shown here in the call out, by Karen Arp-Sandel
(USA) is of 28 postcards created to commemorate the Sandy
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The Rudiments of Letterpress (weekend)
Tutor: Elizabeth Willow
Saturday 6th & Sunday 7th July, 11.00am – 5.00pm
Maximum of 6 people, cost £135 (£115*)
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Suminagashi Paper and Toolbox with Yukari Hayashida
June 8 - 9, Saturday and Sunday, 10am - 4pm
Crafting a Narrative: A Focus on Fibre with Iviva Olenick
June 8 - 9, Saturday and Sunday, 10am - 4pm
Bookbinding I introductory course with Nancy Loeber
June 3 - August 5, Ten Monday evenings, 6 - 9pm
28 West 27th Street, Third Floor, New York 10001, USA
http://www.centerforbookarts.org/classes/

Bookmaking for Artists - Level 2 (4 evenings)
Tutor: Lucy May Schofield
Tuesdays 9th – 30th July, 6.00pm - 9pm, cost £125 (£105*)

A new book by Heidi Neilson
Details from the Least Popular
Details from the Least Popular contains the most plain,
uninteresting detail areas from the one hundred least
popular images in the Hubble Space Telescope image
gallery, in order with the least popular first. Accessed on
November 30, 2012, the gallery contained 1298 images.

Hard Back Book making (weekend)
Tutor: Lucy May Schofield. Sat 3rd & Sunday 4th August,
11.00am – 5.00pm, cost £125 (£105*)
The Relief Printed Book (4 evenings) Tutor: Oliver Flude
Tuesdays 6th – 27th August, 6.00pm – 9.00pm
cost £125 (£105*)
The Art of Risograph (2 evenings) Tutor Sue Shaw
Wednesdays 7th & 14th August, 6.30pm – 9.00pm
cost £55 (£45*)
Please visit our website to find out more about all our
courses at www.hobedpress.org, email us at
info@hotbedpress.org or phone us on 0161 743 3111.
Hot Bed Press, 1st Floor, The Casket Works, Cow Lane,
Salford, M5 4NB, UK.
Redfoxpress announces GRAND BAZAR

A large screenprinted edition by Franticham at Redfoxpress,
Ireland. SUBSCRIPTION / PRE PUBLICATION OFFER
Until 1sy JULY 2013 Price: 295 euro / 245 GBP / 365 $US
(instead of 350 euro) Order your copy now with Paypal, or
reserve your copy by email at info@redfoxpress.com
http://redfoxpress.com/FH-bazar.html
New classes at the Center for Book Arts New York:
Letterpress II with Barbara Henry
June 3 - 7, Monday - Friday, 10am - 4pm
Four Fantastic Folds with Alice Austin
June 15, Saturday, 10am - 4pm
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This book is a part of the Library of the Printed Web, a
collection curated by Paul Soulellis which contains works of
printed matter from content found on the web. The Library
of the Printed web includes self-published artists’ books,
photo books, texts and other print works gathered around
the casual concept of “search, compile and publish.” 2013.
6 x 9 x 1 in. Digital offset p-o-d, 208 pages, edition of 50.
http://heidineilson.com/detailsleastpopular.php

UWE Bristol Exhibitions at Bower Ashton Library
Opening hours term time: Mon - Thursday 8.45am - 8pm,
Friday 8.45am - 5pm, Saturday & Sunday 10am - 5pm.
Please check before travelling as opening hours vary during vacation periods and bank holidays. Library main desk
telephone: 0117 328 4750. http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/
visitingthelibrary/campuslibraries/bowerashton.aspx
If you have news, please email items for the BAN to:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk Please supply any images as
good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi) c. 9 x 6 cm
NEXT DEADLINE: 19TH JUNE FOR THE
JULY - AUGUST 2013 NEWSLETTER
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk / Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

